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Summary
In their natural habitats, microorganisms have to frequently cope with a multitude of
stressful biotic and abiotic conditions that can have adverse effects on their growth and
their survival in a given ecosystem. One of the most important parameters of
environmental stress due to its impact on almost all microorganisms is changing
osmolarity/salinity. Among microorganisms, accumulation of compatible solutes is a
widely used strategy to preserve cell integrity and growth under hyperosmotic
conditions. The tetrahydropyrimidines ectoine and hydroxyectoine belong to these
osmolytes and are produced by many procaryotes to minimize the adverse effects of
high osmolarity on cellular

physiology.

Due to their beneficial

impact

on

macromolecules, ectoine and hydroxyectoine are also reffered to in literature as
chemical chaperones. These properties have spurred considerable biotechnological
interest in ectoines.
Ectoine is enzymatically synthesized by the ectoine synthase (EctC) and the ectoine
hydroxylase (EctD) catalyses the conversion of ectoine to hydroxyectoine. Despite the
fact that both enzymes have already been studied somewhat, in-depth knowledge on
their phylogenetic distribution, biochemistry and structure was still lacking prior to this
dissertation since only a minor number of EctC and EctD proteins has been
characterized and crystal structures of both proteins containing all ligands were still
missing.
Since a deeper understanding of these key enzymes in ectoine biosynthesis is
desirable, both with respect to basic science and industrial applications, the aim of the
present dissertation was to assess the phylogenetic affiliation of ectoine biosynthetic
genes and to study a selection of EctC and EctD enzymes with respect to their
biochemical and kinetic properties. In addition, crystallographic approaches of EctC
and EctD and site-directed mutagenesis experiments of EctD were conducted to
provide a basis to unravel the position and binding motifs of the ligands within the
catalytic cores of EctC and EctD.
To elucidate the phylogenetic distribution of ectoine biosynthesis, the amino acid
sequences of both key enzymes were used as a search query and identified, after
removal of redundant sequences, about 723 potential ectoine producers of which only
12 originated from Archaea. This analysis revealed that ectoine biosynthesis is widely
distributed in prokaryotes, predominantly in members of the Bacteria, underlining the
important role of ectoines in microbial stress responses.
On this basis, various ectoine synthases and ectoine hydroxylases deriving from
different organisms have been biochemically and/or kinetically characterized that were
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widely distributed on the phylogenetic tree of ectoine biosynthesis. Each of the so far
studied proteins possessed similar enzyme kinetics, however, comparison of their
biochemical characteristics revealed only minor differences between EctD proteins but
major variations between EctC enzymes. This suggests that the ectoine synthase,
whose properties partially reflect the environmental circumstances of their hosts, might
have developed in terms of evolution prior to the ectoine hydroxylase.
Identification of EctC and EctD proteins possessing increased stability allowed new
crystallization trials. Multiple crystal structures have been solved in the course of this
dissertation in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits (University of Düsseldorf). In terms
of EctD, structures in its apo-form, in complex with the iron co-factor and in complex
with the iron catalyst, the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate and the reaction product
hydroxyectoine have been solved. These structures provided, in connection with
comprehensive site-directed mutagenesis experiments, a detailed view into the
catalytic core of EctD allowing a proposal for its catalyzed reaction mechanisms
(Proposal by Dr. Wolfgang Buckel). In terms of EctC, a detailed expression and
purification protocol for the ectoine synthase from the cold-adapted marine bacterium
Sphingopyxis alaskensis has been described in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits
(University of Düsseldorf) that identifies EctC to form dimers in solution and deals with
crystallization trials and preliminary X-ray diffraction data providing a promising basis
for the solution of its crystal structure, which has, based on the presented data, been
published posterior to the present dissertation.
Collectively, the present dissertation provides detailed information about the
phylogenetic distribution and biochemistry of EctC and EctD as well as the solved
crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase, the key enzymes in hydroxyectoine
biosynthesis, and promising crystallization trials of EctC, the key enzyme in ectoine
biosynthesis, and thus substantially contributes to the understanding of the role of
ectoines in the global microbial osmostress adaptation.
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Zusammenfassung
In ihren natürlichen Habitaten müssen Mikroorganismen regelmäßig eine Vielzahl
biotischer und abiotischer Stressbedingungen, welche beeinträchtigende Effekte auf ihr
Wachstum und ihr Überleben in einem gegebenen Ökosystem haben können,
bewältigen. Aufgrund ihres Einflusses auf nahezu alle Mikroorganismen ist wechselnde
Osmolarität/Salinität einer der wichtigsten durch die Umwelt bedingten Stressfaktoren.
Unter Mikroorganismen ist die Akkumulation von kompatiblen Soluten

eine

weitverbreitete Anpassungsstrategie um die Zellintegrität und das Wachstum unter
hyperosmotischen Bedingungen zu wahren. Die Tetrahydropyrimidine Ectoin und
Hydroxyectoin sind solche Osmolyte und werden von vielen Prokaryoten synthetisiert
um die beeinträchtigenden Auswirkungen hoher Osmolarität auf die zelluläre
Physiologie zu minimieren. Aufgrund ihres positiven Einflusses auf Makromoleküle
werden Ectoin und Hydroxyectoin in der Literatur auch als chemische Chaperone
bezeichnet. Diese Eigenschaften haben Ectoine bereits für biotechnologische
Anwendungsgebiete interessant gemacht.
Ectoin wird enzymatisch durch die Ectoin-Synthase (EctC) synthetisiert und die EctoinHydroxylase (EctD) katalysiert die Umwandlung von Ectoin zu Hydroxyectoin. Obwohl
beide Enzyme bereits einigen wenigen Studien unterzogen wurden mangelt es an
Detailwissen hinsichtlich ihrer phylogenetischen Verbreitung, Biochemie und Struktur,
da nur eine kleine Zahl von EctC- und EctD-Proteinen vor dieser Dissertation
charakterisiert wurde und Kristallstrukturen beider Proteine mitsamt aller gebunden
Liganden noch immer fehlten.
Da ein vertieftes Verständnis dieser Schlüsselenzyme in der Ectoin-Biosynthese
sowohl hinsichtlich Grundlagenforschung als auch mit Blick auf deren industrieller
Anwendungsbereiche erstrebenswert ist, war das Ziel der vorliegenden Dissertation die
phylogenetische Verbreitung der Ectoin-Biosynthesegene zu taxieren und eine
Selektion von EctC- und EctD-Enzymen hinsichtlich ihrer biochemischen und
kinetischen Parameter zu studieren. Zusätzlich wurden von beiden Proteinen
kristallographische Studien durchgeführt, um die Position und Bindemotive der
verschiedenen Liganden in den katalytischen Zentren von EctC und EctD zu
entschlüsseln. Diese wurden im Falle von EctD mittels gerichteter MutageneseExperimenten unterstützt.
Um die phylogenetische Verbreitung der Ectoin-Biosynthese aufzuklären wurden die
Aminosäure-Sequenzen beider Proteine als Suchanfrage genutzt, wodurch, nach
Aussortierung redundanter Sequenzen, 723 potentielle Ectoin-Produzenten identifiziert
werden konnten, von welchen lediglich 12 aus Archaeen stammten. Diese Analyse
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zeigte, dass die Ectoin-Biosynthese unter den Prokaryoten, und dabei überwiegend
unter den Bakterien, weit verbreitet ist. Somit konnte die wichtige Rolle der Ectoine in
der mikrobiellen Stressantwort unterstrichen werden.
Auf

dieser

Grundlage

wurden

verschiedene

Ectoin-Synthasen

und

Ectoin-

Hydroxylasen, welche aus unterschiedlichen Organismen stammten und auf dem
phylogenetischen Ectoin-Biosynthese Stammbaum weit verbreitet waren, biochemisch
und/oder kinetisch charakterisiert. Jedes der studierten Enzyme wies ähnliche
Enzymkinetiken auf, der Vergleich ihrer biochemischen Charakteristika offenbarte
jedoch geringfügige Unterschiede zwischen den EctD-Proteinen und signifikantere
Unterschiede innerhalb der EctC-Enzyme. Dies suggeriert, dass sich die EctoinSynthase, deren Eigenschaften partiell die Umweltbedingungen ihrer Wirte reflektiert,
evolutionär vor der Ectoin-Hydroxylase entwickelt haben könnte.
Die Identifizierung von EctC- und EctD-Proteinen, welche vergleichsweise erhöhte
Stabilität

aufwiesen,

erlaubte

zudem

neue

Kristallisationsversuche.

Mehrere

Kristallstrukturen konnten im Rahmen dieser Dissertation und in Kollaboration mit Dr.
Sander Smits (Universität Düsseldorf) gelöst werden. Hinsichtlich EctD war es möglich
Strukturen des Enzyms in seiner Apo-Form, in Komplex mit dem Eisenkofaktor, und in
Komplex

mit

dem

Eisenkatalyst,

dem

Kosubstrat

2-Oxoglutarat

und

dem

Reaktionsprodukt Hydroxyectoin zu lösen. Diese Strukturen lieferten, in Verbindung mit
umfassenden ortsgerichteten Mutagenesestudien, einen tiefen Einblick in das
katalytische Zentrum von EctD und erlaubten eine Vorhersage für dessen katalysierten
Reaktionsmechanismus zu treffen (Vorhersage von Dr. Wolfgang Buckel). Hinsichtlich
EctC wurde ein detailliertes Expressions- und Reinigungsprotokoll von EctC aus
Sphingopyxis alaskensis in Kollaboration mit Dr. Sander Smits (Universität Düsseldorf)
beschrieben, das EctC als Dimer identifiziert und Kristallisationsversuche und
vorläufige Röntgenstrukturanalysen-Daten abhandelt, welche eine vielversprechende
Grundlage für die Auflösung der EctC Kristallstruktur schaffen, welche aufbauend auf
diesen Daten, im Anschluss an die vorliegende Dissertation veröffentlich wurde.
Zusammenfassend liefert die vorliegende Dissertation detaillierte Informationen über
die phylogenetische Verbreitung und Biochemie der Schlüsselenzyme der Ectoin- und
Hydroxyectoin-Biosynthese
vielversprechende

sowie

die

gelöste

Kristallisationsverusche

von

Kristallstruktur
EctC

und

von

leistet

EctD
somit

und
einen

substantiellen Beitrag zum Verständnis der Rolle von Ectoinen in der globalen
mikrobiellen Osmostress-Anpassung.
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Introduction
I. Changing environments
In their natural habitats, microorganisms are frequently exposed to changing
environmental circumstances. Therefore, they have to cope with a multitude of stressful
biotic and abiotic factors that can have adverse effects on their growth, proliferation
and survival in a given ecosystem. Such inhibitory environmental factors of growth can
for instance be variations in the pH value, differences in growth temperature, reactive
oxygen species, nutrient limitation or changing osmolarity (Csonka and Epstein, 1996;
Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Lucht and Bremer, 1994). Hence, microbial communities
thrive in their ecosystems as a consequence of their ability to sense environmental
changes and respond to them in a timely and appropriately coordinated manner (Lopez
and Kolter, 2010). Most microorganisms have evolved a globally-acting adaptation
process to environmental challenges, the general stress response (Storz and HenggeAronis, 2000). In addition, many microorganisms have developed stringent stress
responses to specific challenges and some are also able to induce several cellular
differentiation processes (Storz and Hengge-Aronis, 2000).

II. Cellular differentiation processes
Many bacteria have evolved complex differentiation processes to adapt to changes in
their environment. The continuous sensing of the physical, chemical and biological
parameters of their surroundings allows microbial populations to respond to
environmental changes in a coordinated fashion. Some organisms thereby possess, as
a consequence of differential gene expression, the capability to differentiate into
subpopulations yielding genetically identical yet phenotypically and/or morphologically
distinct cell types. Well studied examples of cellular differentiation processes are
fruiting-body formation in Myxococcus xanthus (Konovalova et al., 2010) and
asymmetric division of Caulobacter cresentus (Holtzendorff et al., 2004).
Probably the best and most-extensively studied differentiating organism is the soildwelling bacterium Bacillus subtilis (Mandic-Mulec et al., 2015). It is an appreciated
model organism for cellular differentiation processes since it is capable to display
various distinct cell types and is thus often considered as the master of differentiation
(Lopez and Kolter, 2010; Lopez et al., 2009). In response to different environmental
signals, B. subtilis is able to differentiate into subpopulations resulting from modified
gene expression cascades in these cells (Fig. 1). These subpopulations may consist of
flagella-producing motile cells, competent cells able to take up and incorporate free
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DNA from their environment, toxin-secreting cells cannibalizing their siblings,
extracellular matrix producing cells that form robust biofilms and cells that produce
long-lasting and highly resistant endospores (Lopez and Kolter, 2010; Lopez et al.,
2009). Quite often, the different subpopulations can be distinguished from each other
visibly since their altered gene expression results in morphological changes, however,
some can only be distinguished by monitoring cell-type-specific gene expression using
molecular reporter constructs.

Fig.1. Cellular differentiation processes in Bacillus subtilis. Each cell type is schematically
illustrated with respect to its most representative attribute. The cell types are divided into
subgroups with accordance to the master regulator the corresponding differentiation and black
arrows indicate the process of differentiation. Image is adapted and modified from López und
Kolter (Lopez and Kolter, 2010).

The probably best and most intensively studied cell fate of B. subtilis is spore
formation. Sporulation is typically induced in response to nutrient limitation. Thereby, a
set of sporulation-inducing kinases initiates a highly orchestrated developmental
program that involves approximately a quarter of the genes encoded by the genome of
B. subtilis. (Eichenberger et al., 2004; Errington, 2003; Higgins and Dworkin, 2012;
Nicolas et al., 2012; Steil et al., 2005). During this developmental program, the cell
undergoes an asymmetric division that results in the formation of two different cell
types, the mother cell and the forespore (Fig. 2). Both follow distinct developmental
routes of gene expression driven by stage- and compartment-specific transcription
factors which are linked to each other by cell-cell signaling pathways. Finally, upon
maturation of the developing forespore, lysis of the mother cell releases a highly stressresistant endospore into the environment (Errington, 2003; Higgins and Dworkin, 2012;
Stragier and Losick, 1996). These endospores can remain dormant in their ecosystems
for extended time periods yet can rapidly germinate in response to specific germinants
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that signal conditions conducive for vegetative growth (Setlow, 2014; Sinai et al., 2015;
Sturm and Dworkin, 2015).

Fig.2. Steps in the sporulation pathway of Bacillus subtilis. Upon starvation, B. subtilis cells
slow down in growth and initiate the sporulation process. Asymmetric division results in
formation of a smaller forespore and a larger mother cell. Both cells follow distinct
developmental programs of gene expression driven by stage- and compartment-specific
transcription factors linked to each other through cell-cell signaling pathways. This ensures that
gene expression in one cell is kept in register with gene expression in the other cell. Upon
maturation of the developing forespore, lysis of the mother cell releases a highly stress-resistant
endospore into the environment As soon as the dormant spore encounters appropriate
environmental stimuli; it initiates germination resulting in reentry to vegetative growth. Modified
from Higgins and Dworkin (Higgins and Dworkin, 2012).

Entry into the sporulation pathway is governed by two transcription factors: the master
response regulator Spo0A and the alternative sigma factor σH. These sporulationinducing transcription factors are under complex and interconnected regulatory control
including several positive and negative feedback-loops and guide expression of
hundreds of genes at the onset of differentiation (Chastanet and Losick, 2011;
Grossman, 1995; Hoch, 1993; Phillips and Strauch, 2002; Sonenshein, 2000). As soon
as a specific threshold level of activated Spo0A~P necessary to induce sporulation is
achieved the cell enters the developmental program reaching a point of no return
(Molle et al., 2003). Hence, B. subtilis cells need to assure that the dwindling nutritional
and energetic resources available to it, and the environmental circumstances, will allow
completion of the sporulation process since otherwise, both, the mother cell will lyse
but no spore has been formed. Indeed, previous work demonstrated that starving B.
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subtilis cells simultaneously facing osmotic stress are impaired in spore formation
(Kunst and Rapoport, 1995; Ruzal et al., 1998; Ruzal and Sanchez-Rivas, 1998).
Based on these observations, we found in a side project of this dissertation that
starving B. subtilis cells prevent spore formation when simultaneously coping with
osmotic stress thereby avoiding death during cellular differentiation (Publication 7,
Appendix II) (Widderich et al., 2016b). This is an interesting example how cells coping
with multiple stresses, a situation they also frequently encounter in their natural
habitats, ensure elevated likelihood of their survival and that of the community by
integrating signals obtained by monitoring different cellular and environmental
parameters.

III. General stress response
The general stress response of microorganisms can be triggered by a variety of
different stress conditions. It is characterized by plenty modifications in cellular
physiology and even morphology and should guarantee that cellular damage is being
prevented rather than repaired. As a consequence, the general stress resistance
renders microorganisms broadly stress resistant, even against stresses they have not
experienced elsewhere before, and enhances survival of the community (Storz and
Hengge-Aronis, 2000). Newly arising stresses usually result in accumulation of an
alternative sigma factor (e.g. RpoS in Escherichia coli, SigB in Bacillus subtilis) that
acts as the master regulator of the general stress response and coordinates the
expression of a multitude of genes (Hecker et al., 2007; Hengge-Aronis, 2000; HenggeAronis, 2002; Price, 2000; Storz and Hengge-Aronis, 2000; Francez-Charlot et al.,
2015). Their corresponding gene products not only confer increased stress tolerance
but may also modify cellular metabolism and mediate structural and morphological
rearrangements. Loss of the alternative sigma factor underlines its important role in the
general stress response since its deletion results in strong sensitivity to multiple
stresses and concomitantly deficiency in survival (Hengge-Aronis, 2000; Price, 2000).
In B. subtilis, the general stress response is controlled by σB, whose transcription is
activated by several growth-limiting environmental and metabolic stresses (Hecker et
al., 2007). The SigB-controlled regulon comprises about 252 potential genes and their
expression can amount about approximately 30 % of the newly synthesized proteins
when facing severe stress (Nannapaneni et al., 2012; Price, 2000). A good studied
example of the general stress response in B. subtilis is the contribution of σB to osmotic
stress resistance. In particular, it has been demonstrated that the expression of
transport systems involved in osmo-adaptation is up-regulated in dependence of σB in
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response to a salt-shock (Nicolas et al., 2012; Steil et al., 2005). Moreover, mutants
defective in members of the σB-controlled general stress regulon display an increased
salt-sensitive phenotype underlining its important role in osmostress adaptation (Hoper
et al., 2005), however, the specific role of most member genes of the σB-controlled
regulon is still not known. Although salt-shock is one of the strongest inducers of the
general stress response in B. subtilis (Nannapaneni et al., 2012), induction of σBcontrolled genes by this environmental cue is only transiently and short-lived (Young et
al., 2013). In addition, it has been demonstrated that the general stress regulon is not
induced in cells that experience chronic exposure to high salinity (Spiegelhalter and
Bremer, 1998). Consequently, B. subtilis and other microorganisms have developed
further strategies, the specific stress responses, in order to cope with long-lasting
stressful circumstances (Storz and Hengge-Aronis, 2000).

IV. Osmotic stress response
In contrast to the general stress response and to cellular differentiation processes,
many microorganisms have also evolved a considerable number of stress responses
that are induced under specific stressful circumstances. These responses actually
repair occurring damage and/or eliminate the detrimental agent (Storz and HenggeAronis, 2000). The osmotic stress response is one of the best studied single-induced
stress responses in microorganisms. Changing osmolarity is, due to its impact on
almost all microorganisms, one of the most important parameters of an ecosystem
(Csonka and Epstein, 1996; Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Lucht and Bremer, 1994). Many
microorganisms, such as the ubiquitously distributed soil-dwelling bacterium B. subtilis
(Mandic-Mulec et al., 2015), frequently face changing osmolarity/salinity due to
fluctuations in water availability caused by either flood or drought of a habitat (Bremer
and Krämer, 2000; Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011; Booth and Blount, 2012).
The dilution of osmotically active substances by e.g. heavy rains results in the
establishment of a hypoosmotic milieu. Hence, the resulting intracellular ionic strength
is much higher than its surrounding and triggers the influx of water into the microbial
cell alongside the osmotic gradient (Csonka and Epstein, 1996; Lucht and Bremer,
1994). This inevitably causes an increase in the cellular internal pressure that finally
leads to the burst of the cell (Booth et al., 2007). In contrast, long-lasting droughts
cause the opposite effect. The desiccation of a natural habitat by different abiotic
environmental factors, such as solar radiation and heat, leads to an increase in
external salinity and osmolarity. Establishment of a hyperosmotic milieu by the
enrichment of osmotically active compounds triggers the efflux of water across the
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cytoplasmic membrane out of a microbial cell (Bremer and Krämer, 2000; Pittelkow and
Bremer, 2011). This water efflux impairs the maintenance of the cellular vital functions
after the onset of plasmolysis that results from dehydration of the cytoplasm (Korber et
al., 1996). These specified variations negatively affect the cellular internal pressure, the
turgor. The permeability of the cytoplasmic membrane for water, as well as a
considerable osmotic potential of the cellular cytoplasm, establish the turgor, an
intracellular hydrostatic pressure whose maintenance within physiologically appropriate
boundaries is considered to be critical for cell integrity and division (Koch, 1983; Booth
and Blount, 2012; Booth et al., 2007; Bremer and Krämer, 2000; Wood, 2011).
According to the ‘surface stress theory’, a positive turgor is essential for the synthesis
of cell wall material and consequently ensures growth and proliferation of a cell (Koch,
1983). Therefore, microbial cells need to actively adapt to changes in their environment
in order to avoid a collapse of turgor and to guarantee survival (Miller and Wood, 1996;
Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011). Since microorganisms are not able to actively pump
water across their membrane, they have developed other strategies to indirectly
regulate the water balance and to adapt to changing osmolarity (Galinski, 1995;
Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011)
To counteract the efflux of water under hyperosmotic conditions and to maintain
cell integrity, basically two different strategies have been evolved by microorganisms
(Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011). The first is called the ‘salt in’ -strategy and is based on
the intracellular accumulation of large quantities of inorganic ions, mainly potassium
(K+) and chloride (Cl-), and the concomitant extrusion of cytotoxic sodium (Na+) ions
(Galinski and Trüper, 1994; Ventosa et al., 1998). However, occurrence of these
microbes is mostly restricted to high saline habitats, since their lifestyle is fully adapted
to these extreme environments and their protein biochemistry and molecular biology is
dependent on a high intracellular ionic strength. For this reason these microorganisms
are usually entitled as ‘obligate halophiles’ (Coquelle and Glover, 2010; Grant, 2004;
Rhodes et al., 2010). The second strategy – the ‘salt out’-strategy – is more widely
distributed. Here, low-molecular organic compounds, so-called compatible solutes, are
enriched in the cytoplasm instead of inorganic ions. These osmolytes are accumulated
up to molar concentrations by the uptake via specialized transport systems or by de
novo -synthesis preventing the diffusion of water under hyperosmotic conditions and
thereby avert impending plasmolysis (Bremer and Krämer, 2000; Csonka and Epstein,
1996; Kempf and Bremer, 1998). Microorganisms using this strategy are able to cope
with increased salinities in their environment but do not rely on it. Hence, these
microbes are entitled as ‘halotolerants’.
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When microorganisms face a hypoosmotic shock as for example caused by
heavy rainfall, they also need to be able to quickly reduce the concentration of
osmotically active substances. Since degradation of these compounds normally takes
up a considerable amount of time, many microorganisms have evolved systems that
mediate extrusion of osmotically active substances in a timely manner. Most
microorganisms possess pore-forming protein-complexes, so called mechanosensitive
channels. These channel-forming proteins localize in the cytoplasmic membrane and
are transiently opened by increasing membrane tension as caused by elevating turgor
pressure (Haswell et al., 2011). This allows extrusion of large amounts of solutes in a
short manner, but also non-selectively. Therefore, these channels function as safetyrelease valves before the cell bursts (Booth et al., 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2008; Kung et
al., 2010). Many microorganisms possess different types of mechanosensitive
channels (MscS, MscM, MscL) with different pore diameters that allow a graded
response under these challenging conditions.

V. Compatible solutes
Compatible solutes are low-molecular, highly soluble and osmotically active
compounds that can be accumulated to very high intracellular concentrations without
interfering with the cellular metabolism (Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Wood et al., 2001;
Kurz, 2008). Moreover, these osmolytes are highly water-soluble and possess the
ability to stabilize proteins and other macromolecules in vitro as well as in vivo (Arora et
al., 2004; Canovas et al., 1999; Lippert and Galinski, 1992). Due to these properties
many potent compatible solutes are also designated as chemical chaperones (Tatzelt
et al., 1996). The preferential exclusion model proposed by Arakawa and Timasheff is
usually used to explain this property of compatible solutes (Arakawa and Timasheff,
1985). In general, this term is based on the osmophobic interplay that occurs between
the osmolytes and the backbone of proteins. Due to these interactions, the organic
solutes are excluded from the hydration shell of macromolecules, resulting in the
concomitant reduction of the captured volume by the macromolecules to a minimum
and thereby stabilizing their native conformation (Arakawa and Timasheff, 1985; Bolen
and Baskakov, 2001).
Chemically, compatible solutes are divided into four major groups: i) sugars and
polyoles (e.g. trehalose and glycerol), ii) trimethylammonia-compounds (e.g. glycine
betaine and carnitine), iii) methylsulfonio-compounds and sulfate esters (e.g.
dimethylsulfoniopropionate and choline-O-sulfate), as well as iv) amino acids (e.g.
proline and glutamate) and their derivatives (e.g. ectoine and hydroxyectoine) (Bursy et
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al., 2007; Inbar and Lapidot, 1988; Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Miller and Wood, 1996;
Wood et al., 2001). Some of the most important and abundant representatives of
compatible solutes are shown in Figure 3.

trehalose

L-carnitine

L-glutamate

glycerol

choline

dimethylsulfonioacetate dimethylsulfoniopropionate
(DMSP)
(DMSA)

L-proline

ectoine

glycine-betaine

choline-o-sulfate

5-hydroxyectoine

Fig. 3. Selection of important representatives of compatible solutes. Chemical structures of
selected compatible solutes are depicted. Ectoine and its derivative 5-hydroxyectoine are in
spotlight of the present dissertation. Image is adapted and modified from Widderich (Widderich,
2012).

As already mentioned above, compatible solutes can be either synthesized de novo or
can be taken up from the environment (Kempf and Bremer, 1998). The latter is
generally preferred by microorganisms since the uptake of these osmolytes is in
principal energetically more favorable (Oren, 1999). Beside their osmoprotectant
properties, some compatible solutes also protect microorganisms against temperature
stress (Bursy et al., 2008; Garcia-Estepa et al., 2006; Holtmann and Bremer, 2004;
Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Kuhlmann et al., 2011; Bashir et al., 2014a; Bashir et al.,
2014b). For example, the potent osmolyte glycine betaine allows B. subtilis cells to
grow at 13° C, a temperature that is usually too cold for this organism to proliferate in a
chemically defined medium (Hoffmann and Bremer, 2011). Moreover, compatible
solutes have also been shown to increase enzyme activities and to protect cells against
oxidative stress (Cyplik et al., 2012; Andersson et al., 2000; Smirnoff and Cumbes,
1989). Simply put, this considerable list of protective properties also explains the fact
that distribution of compatible solutes is not only restricted to prokaryotes, such as
Bacteria and Archaea (da Costa et al., 1998; Empadinhas and da Costa, 2008; Kempf
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and Bremer, 1998). In fact, a great deal of the biological input of compatible solutes
into the environment also occurs by plants, fungi and animals (Bremer, 2002; Csonka,
1989).
The occurrence and distribution of compatible solutes is quite well understood in
various halophilic and halo-tolerant microorganisms. The utilization of compatible
solutes, at least in many Bacteria, seems thereby to occasionally correlate with their
position within the phylogenetic tree of life (Oren, 2008). For instance, the ability to
synthesize ectoines seems to be mainly restricted to halophilic and halo-tolerant
Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Firmicutes (Pastor et al., 2010; Pittelkow, 2011),
whereas the synthesis of trehalose and glutamate in response to osmotic stress, as
well as the uptake and accumulation of glycine betaine via specific transport systems,
appears to be more common and even wider distributed among microorganisms (da
Costa et al., 1998; Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011).

VI. The compatible solute ectoine and its derivative hydroxyectoine
One of the most abundant compatible solutes in nature is the tetrahydropyrimidine
ectoine [(S)-2-methyl-1,4,5,6-tetra-hydropyrimidine-4-carboxylate]. In the first instance,
ectoine has been biochemically assigned to various groups of chemical compounds.
That way, ectoine has been described for example as a heterocyclic amino acid, a Nacetylic di-amino acid and a hydrogenated pyrimidine derivative (Galinski, 1993; Peters
et al., 1990). It is synthesized by a large number of microorganisms in response to
osmotic and temperature stress (Bursy et al., 2008; Bursy et al., 2007; Grant, 2004;
Kuhlmann et al., 2008a; Kuhlmann et al., 2011; Ono et al., 1999; Ventosa et al., 1998)
and has been initially identified and described as a compatible solute in the gramnegative, halophilic and phototrophic sulfurbacterium Ectothiorhodospira halochloris
(Galinski et al., 1985). Shortly thereafter, 5-hydroxyectoine [(S,S)-β-2-methyl-5hydroxy-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidine-4-carboxylate] has been discovered in the soilliving bacterium Streptomyces parvulus and has been identified as a compatible solute
as well (Inbar and Lapidot, 1988).
Hydroxyectoine is a hydroxylated derivative of ectoine (Bursy et al., 2007; Inbar et al.,
1993; Inbar and Lapidot, 1988). Hence, both compounds are closely related and only
differ in a hydroxyl-group positioned at the C5-atom of the pyrimidine ring structure of
hydroxyectoine (Fig. 4). Both, ectoine and hydroxyectoine serve as excellent
osmoprotectants (Borges et al., 2002; Schiraldi et al., 2006). Consequently, disruptions
of their corresponding biosynthetic genes result in strongly salt-sensitive phenotypes
(Goller et al., 1998). Due to their benign nature, they also possess the ability to
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stabilize the cytoplasmic membrane, protect macromolecules, such as the DNA, from
the detrimental effects of UV-radiation and prevent denaturation of proteins under
temperature stress (Bursy et al., 2008; Fletcher and Csonka, 1998; Jebbar et al., 1992;
Kolp et al., 2006; Kuhlmann et al., 2008a; Malin and Lapidot, 1996; Roychoudhury et
al., 2012; Vargas et al., 2008).
Despite their very close relatedness in chemical structure, both compounds vary in
some

aspects

with

respect

to

their

impact

and

stabilizing

properties

on

macromolecules. For instance, ectoine decreases the melting temperature of doublestranded DNA, whereas the presence of hydroxyectoine results in an increase of the
melting temperature (Kurz, 2008; Schnoor et al., 2004). Moreover, differences in their
stabilizing properties on macromolecules have been reported in in vitro assays, being
hydroxyectoine quite often the more potent stress protectant and the more effective
stabilizing agent (Borges et al., 2002; Harishchandra et al., 2010; Lippert and Galinski,
1992; Manzanera et al., 2004), in particular with respect to temperature and
desiccation stress (Bursy et al., 2008; Garcia-Estepa et al., 2006; Manzanera et al.,
2002; Tanne et al., 2014). These superior properties are attributed to the additional
hydroxyl-group at the C-atom of the pyrimidine ring. Accordingly, the presence of this
additional hydroxyl-group within the hydroxyectoine molecule allows stronger
interaction with the polar groups of proteins and other macromolecules and might thus
be capable to replace missing water molecules (Bursy et al., 2007; da Costa et al.,
1998; Galinski, 1993). In this context, it has also been demonstrated that these
stronger intermolecular H-bonds with the OH-group make hydroxyectoine, in contrast
to ectoine, a good glass-forming compound (Tanne et al., 2014).

A

B

Fig. 4. Chemical structures of ectoine and 5-hydroxyectoine. (A) Projection structure of
ectoine and its hydroxylated derivative 5-hydroxyectoine. (B) Ball-and-stick representation of
ectoine and 5-hydroxyectoine along with the electron density around these compounds in the
crystal structure of the EhuB ectoine/5-hydroxyectoine binding protein of Sinorhizobium meliloti;
these data were extracted from PDB files 2Q88 and 2Q89 for the EhuB:ectoine and EhuB:5hydroxyectoine complexes (Hanekop et al., 2007).
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VII. Genetic organization of ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthetic
genes
Genetic analysis of ectoine- and hydroxyectoine-producing microorganisms revealed
that the corresponding ectoine biosynthetic genes are usually encoded in a gene
cluster (ectABC) and are typically transcribed as an operon from a single, osmotically
inducible promoter (Bursy, 2005; Pittelkow, 2011) (Fig. 5). In this context, it should be
mentioned that the organization of the ect-cluster (ectABC) does not reflect the order of
enzymatic steps (EctB, EctA, EctC) in the ectoine biosynthesis pathway. The previous
cited studies also showed a high degree of relatedness for both the ectoine
biosynthetic enzymes as well as their corresponding genes suggesting that the ectoine
biosynthesis pathway is evolutionary highly conserved (Goller et al., 1998; Kuhlmann
and Bremer, 2002; Louis and Galinski, 1997; Ono et al., 1999). Disruption of the
ectoine biosynthetic genes results in a strong salt- and osmo-sensitive phenotype
demonstrating the important role of ectoines in bacterial osmo-adaptation (Goller et al.,
1998).
A sub-group of the ectoine-producing microorganisms is able to convert ectoine into its
hydroxylated derivative 5-hydroxyectoine. The genetic information responsible for this
reaction is encoded by the ectD gene (Bursy et al., 2008; Bursy et al., 2007; Galinski
and Trüper, 1994; Kuhlmann and Bremer, 2002; Prabhu et al., 2004). This gene can be
found in either of two genetic contexts: i) it may be co-transcribed with the ectABC
operon and is usually located downstream of the ectC gene (Bursy et al., 2008;
Mustakhimov et al., 2010), or ii) it may be located at another position in the genome
(Bursy et al., 2007; Pittelkow, 2011).

Fig. 5. Genetic organization of the ectoine biosynthetic genes. Shown are the most common
organizational types of gene clusters for ectoine/5-hydroxyectoine biosynthesis present in ectoine/5hydroxyectoine producers (including examples). Image is adapted from Widderich (Widderich, 2012).
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VIII. Peculiarities of the ectoine biosynthesis gene cluster
As detailed above, the ectoine biosynthetic genes are typically encoded in gene
cluster. However, in a subset of microorganisms the ect-cluster exhibits different
special features and/or peculiarities. For instance, variants of the ect-gene cluster have
been described comprising additional genes (Pittelkow, 2011; Widderich, 2012). Some
clusters contain potential mfs-genes that presumably encode transport systems of the
major facilitator superfamily that might be responsible for the import or export of
ectoines. In the gene neighborhood of other ect-clusters genes have been identified
that encode potential ABC transport systems. Bioinformatic analysis of these genes
revealed high similarity to already characterized ectoine uptake systems, such as EhuB
from Sinorhizobium meliloti (Pittelkow, 2011; Widderich, 2012).
In a substantial number of ectoine producers an additional ask_ect gene can be found
as part of the ectoine biosynthesis gene cluster encoding an aspartokinase (Stöveken
et al., 2011). This enzyme catalyzes the reaction from L-aspartate, a precursor
substrate of the ectoine biosynthesis pathway, to aspartate-β-phosphate, which is, in a
further enzymatic step, converted into aspartate-β-semialdehyde by the aspartate-βsemialdehyde-dehydrogenase (Asd) (Fig. 6). In many microorganisms, aspartate-βsemialdehyde serves as a central hub in a diversity of different metabolic pathways (Lo
et al., 2009). For instance, it is the starting substance for the biosynthesis of the amino
acids methionine, threonine and lysine (Cohen and Saint-Girons, 1987). Moreover, it is
the precursor molecule for the production of dipicolinic acid, which plays a central role
in spores of gram-positive bacteria, and of meso-diaminopimelic acid, which is used by
most microorganisms to crosslink peptidoglycan during cell wall synthesis (Cohen and
Saint-Girons, 1987). But most notably in the context of this dissertation is that
aspartate-β-semialdehyde also serves as the substrate for the ectoine biosynthesis
pathway (Fig. 6 and 7).
Phosphorylation of L-aspartate by the aspartokinase is driven through consumption of
ATP and is therefore energy-demanding. Hence, to avoid loss of energy-equivalents,
activity of aspartokinases and transcription of their corresponding genes is, for the
purpose of metabolic pathways, in general strictly feedback-regulated and under
stringent transcriptional control (Lo et al., 2009). However, the Ask_ect protein encoded
in the ectoine gene cluster of Pseudomonas stutzeri shows no such strict feedbackinhibition (Stöveken et al., 2011). It is predicted that the development of such an
enzyme, whose genetic information is associated to the ectoine biosynthetic gene
cluster, might ensure sufficient availability of precursor molecules for ectoine
biosynthesis under osmotic stress conditions and thereby provides an improved
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adaptation process to these challenging conditions (Bestvater et al., 2008; Stöveken et
al., 2011).
In another group of ectoine producing microorganisms a regulatory gene (ectR) has
been described, whose gene product EctR is a member of the widely distributed group
of MarR transcriptional regulators, but forms a distinct sub-group within this
superfamily. It has been shown that EctR serves as a repressor for the ectABC-ask_ect
operon (Mustakhimov et al., 2012; Mustakhimov et al., 2010), however, elevated
transcription of the ectoine biosynthetic genes in an ectR mutant remained osmotically
inducible (Mustakhimov et al., 2010). In Methylomicrobium alcaliphilum, the EctR
operator overlaps the -10 sequence of the ect promoter and EctR might also regulate
the expression of its own structural gene; but the latter regulatory feature does not
always seem to exist (Mustakhimov et al., 2012). Moreover, it is currently still unknown
which environmental or cellular cues dictate the binding to or the release of EctR from
its operator sequence.
In those ectoine/5-hydroxyectoine producers that possess an ectR gene, it is mostly
transcribed in a divergent orientation from the ectoine/5-hydroxyectoine biosynthetic
gene cluster (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6. Scheme of the role of aspartokinases in cellular metabolism. Asprtokinases catalyze
the phosphorylation of L-aspartate to yield aspartyl-β-phosphate which is subsequently
converted to aspartate-β-semialdehyde by the Asd enzyme. Aspartate-β-semialdehyde is the
precursor molecule for many microbial metabolic pathways including ectoine biosynthesis.
Image is adapted from Pittelkow (Pittelkow, 2011).

IX. Ectoine and hydroxyectoine uptake systems
In order to accumulate compatible solutes, such as the chemical chaperones ectoine
and its derivative hydroxyectoine, these compounds need to be either synthesized de
novo as described in detail above or to be taken up by specialized transport systems.
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For instance, different types of uptake systems are known in the gram-positive
bacterium B. subtilis that channel compatible solutes into the cytoplasm under osmotic
stress conditions (Kappes et al., 1996; Kappes et al., 1999; Kempf and Bremer, 1995).
This is accomplished by secondary active transporters, such as OpuD and OpuE, and
by primary active ABC (ATP binding cassette)-transporters, such as OpuA, OpuB and
OpuC, which are driven by the consumption of ATP. In case of OpuC, it has already
been shown that it is able to channel ectoine into the cytoplasm. However, the binding
affinity to ectoine by this transporter is quite low, when compared to the other solutes
that can be taken up by OpuC (Jebbar et al., 1997; Du et al., 2011).
Numerous microorganisms thus evolved high affinity uptake systems for ectoine and
hydroxyectoine. These belong, quite often, also to the already mentioned class of ABC
transporters, but other types, in example TRAP (tripartite ATP-independent
periplasmic)-transporters have been identified as well (Hanekop et al., 2007; Kuhlmann
et al., 2008b; Lecher et al., 2009). In both cases, specific substrate binding proteins
mediate the high affinity binding of ectoines. The ABC transport system Ehu (ectoine
and hydroxyectoine uptake) from Sinorhizobium meliloti is one example for such a high
affinity ectoine transporter and a crystal structure of its binding protein EhuB has
already been solved (Hanekop et al., 2007). This crystal structure unambiguously
revealed the amino acids essential for the binding of ectoines. A similar binding motif
has also been observed in the crystal structures of the substrate binding protein UehA
from Silicibacter pomeroyii and TeaA from Halomonas elongata (Kuhlmann et al.,
2008b; Lecher et al., 2009). In the meantime, it is known that a multiplicity of
microorganisms possesses the capability to accumulate ectoines via specialized
uptake systems in order to protect themselves against the detrimental effects caused
by high environmental osmolarity (Galinski et al., 1985; Galinski and Trüper, 1994;
Inbar and Lapidot, 1988; Kempf and Bremer, 1995). A well-studied example is EctT, a
member of the betaine-choline-carnitine transporter (BCCT)-type carrier family, which
mediates the import of ectoine and hydroxyectoine as protectants against osmotic and
cold stress in Virgibacillus pantothenticus (Kuhlmann et al., 2011).

X. Biosynthesis of ectoines
The reaction steps for the synthesis of ectoine have been initially deciphered in the
microorganisms Streptomyces parvulus und Halomonas elongata (Inbar and Lapidot,
1988; Ono et al., 1999; Peters et al., 1990). Ectoine is synthesized from L-aspartate-βsemialdehyde, a central intermediate of the amino acid-metabolism (Louis and
Galinski, 1997), via a three-stepped enzymatic reaction (Inbar and Lapidot, 1988; Ono
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et al., 1999; Peters et al., 1990) (Fig. 7). Synthesis of ectoine occurs in the first step
from an amino transfer from the co-substrate L-glutamate to L-aspartate-βsemialdehyde to form L-2,4-diaminobutyrate and the by-product 2-oxoglutarate. This
reaction is catalyzed by the L-2,4-diaminobutyrate transaminase EctB. In the next step,
L-2,4-diaminobutyrate is acetylated at the γ-amino group to yield N-γ-acetyl-2,4diaminobutyrate via a transfer of the acetyl-group from the co-substrate acetyl-CoA by
the 2,4-diaminobutyrate acetyltransferase EctA. This intermediate is in the last step of
ectoine biosynthesis subsequently dehydrated by the key enzyme of ectoine
biosynthesis, the ectoine synthase EctC. The elimination of a water molecule from N-γacetyl-2,4-diaminobutyrate results in ring closure and formation of the cyclic ectoine
molecule (Kuhlmann and Bremer, 2002; Louis and Galinski, 1997). A considerable
number of ectoine producers is also able to convert ectoine into its hydroxylated
derivative 5-hydroxyectoine. The enzyme catalyzing this reaction is the ectoine
hydroxylase EctD (Bursy, 2005; Bursy et al., 2007). In this reaction step, one molecular
oxygen atom of the co-substrate O2 is transferred to the C5-atom of the pyrimidine ring
generating the hydroxyl-group. The other molecular oxygen atom is transferred in a
side-reaction to the second co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate resulting in the elimination of
the carboxyl-group, which is released as CO2, and the formation of succinate. In
summary, the ectoine hydroxylase catalyzes the reaction of ectoine, O2 and 2oxoglutarate to yield 5-hydroxyectoine, carbon dioxide and succinate. A detailed
schematic view of the ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis pathway is shown in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Pathway for the synthesis of ectoines. The shown pathway for the synthesis of
ectoines is based on data published by Peters et al., Ono et al. and Bursy et al. (Bursy et al.,
2007; Ono et al., 1999; Peters et al., 1990). Ectoine-biosynthesis is catalyzed by a threestepped enzymatic reaction. In the first step, the L-2,4-diaminobutyrate-transaminase (EctB)
catalyzes the reaction from L-aspartate-β-semialdehyde to L-2,4-diaminobutyrate, which
afterwards is directly converted to Nγ-acetyl-L-2,4-diaminobutyrate by the L-2,4diaminobutyrate-Nγ-acetyltransferase (EctA). In the last reaction step, the condensation of Nγacetyl-L-2,4-diaminobutyrate by the ectoine synthase (EctC) results in ring closure and ectoine
formation. In a substantial number of ectoine producers, this cyclic compound can be
additionally be hydroxylated at the C5-position of the pyrimidine ring to form its derivative 5hydroxyectoine. The enzyme responsible for this reaction is the ectoine-hydroxylase (EctD).
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XI. EctC and EctD, the key enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine
biosynthesis
The ectoine synthase EctC catalyzes the cyclocondensation reaction of N-γ-acetyl-L2,4-diaminobutyric acid to yield ectoine (Kuhlmann and Bremer, 2002; Louis and
Galinski, 1997; Ono et al., 1999), which serves as the substrate for the ectoine
hydroxylase EctD to produce its derivative 5-hydroxyectoine (Bursy et al., 2007). While
the EctA and EctB enzymes have counterparts in various microbial metabolic pathways
that are highly related in their amino acid sequence to EctA and EctB, this is not true
for the EctC and EctD proteins. Hence, these enzymes can be considered as the key
enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis, respectively.
Based on bioinformatic approaches, the ectoine synthase belongs to the cupin
superfamily, a large group of proteins having a conserved ß-barrel structure scaffold
(Dunwell et al., 2001). This protein family is known to perform a variety of enzymatic
and non-enzymatic functions (Dunwell et al., 2001; Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and
Moomaw, 2013). The biochemical properties of a few ectoine synthases deriving from
H. elongata, M. alcaliphilum and Acidiphilium cryptum have already been reported in
the literature (Moritz et al., 2015; Ono et al., 1999; Reshetnikov et al., 2011;
Reshetnikov et al., 2006). Each of the studies revealed that EctC catalyzes the
cyclization of N-γ-acetyl-L-2,4-diaminobutyric acid (N-γ-ADABA), the reaction product
of the 2,4-diaminobutyrate acetyltransferase (EctA), to yield ectoine by concomitantly
releasing a water molecule. Furthermore, it has been reported that the ectoine
synthase is also able to catalyze, in a minor side reaction, the hydrolysis of ectoine. It
can thereby also use ectoine derivatives with reduced or expanded ring structures
(Moritz et al., 2015; Witt et al., 2011). Moreover, some data suggest that EctC can also
catalyze the formation of the synthetic compatible solute 5-amino-3,4-dihydro-2Hpyrrole-2-carboxylate (ADPC) through the cyclic condensation of two glutamine
molecules (Witt et al., 2011). Although some progress has been made with respect to
the biochemical characterization of the ectoine synthase, our understanding of the
structure and architecture of the active site of this enzyme is still incomplete, since its
biochemical properties have only been poorly studied and a crystal structure of this
enzyme has still not been solved.
The ectoine hydroxylase belongs to the superfamily of the non-heme-containing iron(II)
and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases (Bursy et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010).
This family of proteins comprises versatile biocatalysts not only carrying out
hydroxylation reactions but also demethylations, desaturations, cyclizations, ring
expansions, epimerizations, and halogenations (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013;
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Hausinger, 2004; Kundu, 2012; Wong et al., 2013). Although the type of substrates
used by these dioxygenases varies considerably, common enzyme reaction
mechanisms are observed. The majority of these enzymes couples a two-electron
oxidation of their substrates with the reaction of oxygen and 2-oxoglutarate (Aik et al.,
2012; Grzyska et al., 2010; Hangasky et al., 2013), as it is also the case for the ectoine
hydroxylase (Bursy et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010). A crystal structure of the ectoine
hydroxylase from the moderate halophile Virgibacillus salexigens has already been
solved and deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank under accession number 3EMR
(Reuter et al., 2010). This structure corresponded to a monomer and its core consisted
of a double-stranded β-helix (DSBH), flanked and stabilized by several α-helices (Fig.
8). The DSHB is also often referred to as jelly roll fold and is formed by two fourstranded anti-parallel β-sheets arranged in form of a β-sandwich (Aik et al., 2012;
Hangasky et al., 2013; Hausinger, 2004; Kundu, 2012).
The solved EctD structure from the moderate halophile Virgibacillus salexigens also
unambiguously revealed the positioning of a mononuclear iron center within the active
site of the enzyme. However, it contained neither the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate nor
the substrate ectoine (Reuter et al., 2010). In the active site of ectoine hydroxylase, the
iron co-factor is coordinated by the side chains of His-146, Asp-148, and His-248 that
protrude into the ligand-binding cavity of the VsEctD protein and form a HxD/E…H
motif, the so called 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad that is conserved among the
superfamily

of

non-heme-containing

iron(II)

and

2-oxoglutarate-dependent

dioxygenases (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013; Hausinger, 2004; Knauer et al.,
2012; Prescott and Lloyd, 2000; Straganz and Nidetzky, 2006). Moreover, the ironcoordinating residues His-146 and Asp-148 are part of a strictly conserved signature
sequence motif for EctD-type hydroxylases (extending from Phe143 to Pro159) (Bursy
et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010). This 17 amino acids comprising consensus sequence
spans an extended α-helix and a linked short β-strand within the EctD crystal structure
and form one site of the presumed active site of the ectoine hydroxylase (Reuter et al.,
2010). Initial biochemical characterization of EctD-type proteins has also been carried
out in previous studies in combination with site-directed mutagenesis experiments
(Bursy et al., 2007; Pittelkow, 2011), but trials to solve the crystal structure with all
bound ligands failed (Reuter et al., 2010). Hence, in-depth knowledge of the
architecture and biochemistry of the ectoine hydroxylase was still missing at the onset
of my PhD studies.
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Fig. 8. Crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase EctD from Virgibacillus salexigens.
The crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase EctD from V. salexigens has been solved by Xray structure analysis with a resolution of 1.8 Å. This figure shows the solved crystal structure of
the EctD enzyme. The enzymes α-helices and β-sheets are depicted in a numerical order and
the iron(II)-ligand is highlighted as a blue ball between the beta-sheets β-II and β-VII. Image
adapted from Reuter et al. (Reuter et al., 2010).

XII. Ectoines in industry
Due to their highly stabilizing effects on biological macromolecules and entire cells,
both ectoine and hydroxyectoine have spurred considerable biotechnological interest
and are used in a variety of different products (Graf et al., 2008; Kunte et al., 2014;
Pastor et al., 2010; Schwibbert et al., 2011). They are in example implemented in
microbiological and biotechnological processes for optimization of PCRs, purification of
proteins, preservation of cells and for enhancement of protein activities, in example
during depletion of fatty acids (Cyplik et al., 2012; Graf et al., 2008; Lentzen and
Schwarz, 2006). But foremost, both chemical chaperones are nowadays used in
cosmetics due to their positive effect on the human dermis, for example in skin care
products and suntan lotions (bitop AG, Witten, Germany). The addition of ectoines
demonstrably strengthens membrane structures, stabilizes proteins and nucleic acids,
increases the moisture content of the skin and consequently protects from cold, heat
and UV-light damaging (Buenger and Driller, 2004; Ablinger et al., 2012). Due to these
properties medical applications of these two compounds as natural moisturizers and
bio-stabilizers are also actively pursued, for instance in special ointments against
neurodermatitis,

anti-inflammatory

inhalational

sprays

for

the

mouth-

and

nasopharyngeal zone (Sydlik et al., 2009) and as ingredients in nasal sprays (Olynth
Ectomed). A variety of further medical application areas is currently proven and
clinically tested (Freimark et al., 2011; Harishchandra et al., 2010; Sydlik et al., 2009;
Wei et al., 2009). For example, research connected with Alzheimer’s disease found
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ectoines to effectively inhibit aggregation and neuro toxicity of prions, the major cause
of this degenerative disease (Kanapathipillai et al., 2008; Kanapathipillai et al., 2005).
The industrial demand in ectoines is mainly satisfied by the bitop AG company (Witten,
Germany), which produces both solutes on an industrial scale (tons) through a
biotechnological process called ‘bacterial milking’. In this procedure the moderate
halophile Halomonas elongata is grown in high salinity medium (15-20% w/v NaCl)
resulting in natural production and intracellular accumulation of both compounds. An
artificially introduced down-shock of the high-salinity grown bacteria then leads to
extrusion of the intracellular accumulated ectoine-hydroxyectoine mixture via
mechanosensitive channels. While ectoine and hydroxyectoine are subsequently
purified, filtered, evaporated and finally crystallized from the solute-mixture, the
biomass is recycled by repatriation into the fermenter and used for a new fermentation
process (Lentzen and Schwarz, 2006; Sauer and Galinski, 1998).
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XIII. Aims of this dissertation
Previous studies have shown that ectoine and hydroxyectoine are highly potent stress
protectants used by microorganisms to fend off the detrimental effects caused by
environmental stresses (Bursy et al., 2008; Bursy et al., 2007; Kuhlmann and Bremer,
2002; Kuhlmann et al., 2008a; Kuhlmann et al., 2011; Peters et al., 1990). Due to their
many potential industrial applications, there is a rising microbiological and biotechnological
interest in understanding the molecular details and biochemical characteristics of their
biosynthetic enzymes. Since the EctA and EctB enzymes possess counterparts in various
metabolic pathways, the ectoine synthase EctC and the ectoine hydroxylase EctD can be
considered as the key enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis, respectively.
Initial biochemical characterization of both, the ectoine synthase and the ectoine
hydroxylase, has already been carried out (Bursy et al., 2007; Pittelkow, 2011; Moritz et al.,
2015; Ono et al., 1999; Reshetnikov et al., 2011; Reshetnikov et al., 2006). In addition,
crystallization trials of both enzymes have been performed as well, however, yet no
structure with bound ligands has been solved (Reuter et al., 2010). Hence, progress has
been made with respect to the biochemical characterization of these key enzymes in
ectoine biosynthesis, but a full understanding of their phylogenetic distribution, main
enzyme activity and structure is still lacking.
Since a deeper understanding of the key enzymes in ectoine biosynthesis is desirable, both
with respect to basic science and industrial implications, the aims of this dissertation were:
i) assessment of the phylogenetic distribution of ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthetic
genes among microorganisms, ii) determination of the biochemical and kinetic properties of
EctC and EctD, iii) investigations on structure-functional relationships of the key enzymes
(EctC and EctD) in ectoine biosynthesis, and iv) providing a basis for the solution of the
crystal structures of the ectoine synthase and the ectoine hydroxylase.
To get insights on the distribution of ectoine biosynthesis among microorganisms,
phylogenetic analysis of the ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthetic enzymes were
performed by bioinformatic approaches. Based on these results, site-directed mutagenesis
of highly conserved amino acid residues of EctD were conducted to identify amino acids
that play an important role in ligand-binding and are crucial for catalysis and enzyme
function. Furthermore, the biochemical properties and kinetic parameters of representatives
of EctC and EctD were determined. To get an overview and an in-depth understanding of
their biochemistry, enzymes were chosen that on the one hand derived from
microorganisms thriving habitats with extreme environmental conditions and on the other
hand were widely distributed based on the results obtained by the bioinformatic analysis.
Finally, identified robust enzymes were used for further crystallization trials in order to solve
crystal structures (in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits, University of Düsseldorf) of the
ectoine synthase and the ectoine hydroxylase.
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Results/Publications

I. Publication 1
The first publication is entitled ‘Molecular dynamics simulations and structure-guided
mutagenesis provide insight into the architecture of the catalytic core of the ectoine
hydroxylase’. It was published in the ‘Journal of

Molecular Biology’ (doi:

10.1016/j.jmb.2013.10.028).
Widderich, N., Pittelkow, M., Hoeppner, A., Mulnaes, D., Buckel, W., Gohlke, H., Smits,
S.H., and Bremer, E. Molecular dynamics simulations and structure-guided
mutagenesis provide insight into the architecture of the catalytic core of the ectoine
hydroxylase. J Mol Biol. (2014). 426: 586-600. © Elsevier.
This paper is based on a crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase from Virgibacillus
salexigens that has prior been solved by Reuter and colleagues (Reuter et al., 2010)
and which revealed the positioning of the catalytically important iron co-factor within its
active site but lacked both the substrate ectoine and the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate. In
this publication structural comparison, molecular dynamics simulations and sitedirected mutagenesis experiments were used, based on the reported EctD structure, to
assess the likely coordination of the substrates within the active site of the ectoine
hydroxylase. This study provided a first view into the catalytic core of EctD and
suggested an intricate network of interactions that coordinates the stereo-specific
hydroxylation of ectoine. Based on these findings, a proposal for the EctD-catalyzed
enzyme reaction was made.

Personal contribution:
I performed site-directed mutagenesis experiments (together with Marco Pittelkow),
conducted production and purification of the EctD enzyme and its mutant derivatives,
determined their metal content and assessed their kinetic properties by enzyme assays
(together with Marco Pittelkow). I also conducted the database searches and analyzed
the experimental data (together with the other authors). Figures and Tables were
prepared by me (and Sander Smits). Furthermore, I contributed to the writing of the
manuscript together with Sander Smits and my PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer.
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II. Publication 2
The second publication is entitled ‘Overexpression, crystallization and preliminary X-ray
crystallographic analysis of the ectoine hydroxylase from Sphingopyxis alaskensis’. It
was published in ‘Acta Crystallographica Section F Structural Biology Communications’
(doi: 10.1107/S2053230X14004798).
Hoeppner, A., Widderich, N., Bremer, E., and Smits, S.H. Overexpression,
crystallization and preliminary X-ray crystallographic analysis of the ectoine
hydroxylase from Sphingopyxis alaskensis. Acta Crystallogr F Struct Biol Commun.
(2014). 70: 493-496. © International Union of Crystallography (IUCr Journals).

This paper describes a detailed expression and purification protocol for the ectoine
hydroxylase from the cold-adapted bacterium Sphingopyxis alaskensis. It further deals
with crystallization trials and preliminary X-ray analysis of the EctD enzyme resulting in
two different crystal forms of the SaEctD protein which represent an apo- and an ironbound form of the protein.

Personal contribution:
I established production and purification protocols for the SaEctD protein and
performed the corresponding experiments as well as determined the metal content of
the enzymes and analyzed the experimental data (together with the other authors). I
also prepared the Figures occurring in the publication (together with Sander Smits) and
contributed to the writing of the manuscript together with my PhD supervisor Erhard
Bremer and our collaborator Sander Smits.
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III. Publication 3
The third publication is entitled ‘Biochemical properties of ectoine hydroxylases from
extremophiles and their wider taxonomic distribution among microorganisms’. It was
published in ‘PLoS One’ (doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0093809).
Widderich, N., Hoeppner, A., Pittelkow, M., Heider, J., Smits, S.H., and Bremer, E.
Biochemical properties of ectoine hydroxylases from extremophiles and their wider
taxonomic distribution among microorganisms. PLoS One. (2014). 9: e93809. © Public
Library of Science.
In this paper the phylogenetic distribution of ectoine biosynthetic genes was assessed
and the salient biochemical and kinetic properties of six ectoine hydroxylases derived
from different microorganisms were determined and compared to the already
characterized EctD enzyme from V. salexigens (Bursy et al., 2007). In addition,
resolution of the crystal structure of EctD from the moderate halophile Virgibacillus
salexigens in its apo-form is reported in this publication. This study provided the first
detailed phylogenetic affiliation of ectoine biosynthesis, and contributed to the
understanding of the biochemistry and crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase.

Personal contribution:
I conducted the data base searches and assessed the phylogenetic distribution of
ectoine

biosynthesis

(together

with

Marco

Pittelkow).

I

further

performed

overexpression and purification of the various proteins, determined their salient
biochemical and kinetic properties (together with Marco Pittelkow) and analyzed the
experimental data (together with the other authors). Figures and Tables were prepared
by me (and Sander Smits). I also contributed to the writing of the manuscript together
with Sander Smits as well as my PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer.
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IV. Publication 4
The fourth publication is entitled ‘Crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase, a
snapshot of the active site’. It was published in the ‘Journal of Biological Chemistry’
(doi: 10.1074/jbc.M114.576769).
Hoeppner, A., Widderich, N., Lenders, M., Bremer, E., and Smits, S.H. Crystal
structure of the ectoine hydroxylase, a snapshot of the active site. J Biol Chem. (2014).
289: 29570-29583. © The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
(ASBMB).
This paper reports the resolution of the crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase
from the cold-adapted bacterium Sphingopyxis alaskensis in its apo-form, in complex
with the iron(II) co-factor and in complex with the iron catalyst, the co-substrate 2oxoglutarate and the reaction product 5-hydroxyectoine. Moreover, site-directed
mutagenesis experiments demonstrate the role of different amino acid residues in
ligand-binding. It thus reveals the architecture of the active site of EctD and increases
the understanding of the structural-functional relationship of the ectoine hydroxylase
family.

Personal contribution:
I performed the data base searches and the site-directed mutagenesis experiments,
conducted overexpression and purification of EctD and its mutant derivatives and
determined their kinetic properties. I further analyzed the experimental data (together
with the other authors). Figures and Tables were prepared by me (and Sander Smits). I
also contributed to the writing of the manuscript together with my PhD supervisor
Erhard Bremer and with Sander Smits.
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V. Publication 5
The fifth publication is entitled ‘Overproduction, crystallization and X-ray diffraction data
analysis of ectoine synthase from the cold-adapted marine bacterium Sphingopyxis
alaskensis’. It was published in ‘Acta Crystallographica Section F Structural Biology
Communications’ (doi: 10.1107/S2053230X15011115).
Kobus, S., Widderich, N., Hoeppner, A., Bremer, E., and Smits, S.H. Overproduction,
crystallization and X-ray diffraction data analysis of ectoine synthase from the coldadapted marine bacterium Sphingopyxis alaskensis. Acta Crystallogr F Struct Biol
Commun. (2015). 71: 1027-1032. © International Union of Crystallography (IUCr
Journals).
This paper describes a detailed expression and purification protocol for the ectoine
synthase from the cold-adapted marine bacterium Sphingopyxis alaskensis. It further
identifies EctC to form dimers in solution and deals with crystallization trials and
preliminary X-ray diffraction data of the EctC enzyme.

Personal contribution:
I established production and purification protocols for the SaEctC protein, performed
the corresponding experiments and conducted size-exclusion chromatography. I further
analyzed the experimental data (together with the other authors) and contributed to the
preparation of Figures (together with Sander Smits). I also contributed to the writing of
the manuscript together with my PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer and Sander Smits.
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VI. Publication 6
The sixth publication is entitled ‘Strangers in the archaeal world: osmostressresponsive biosynthesis of ectoine and hydroxyectoine by the marine thaumarchaeon
Nitrosopumilus maritimus’. It was published in ‘Environmental Microbiology’ (doi:
10.1111/1462-2920.13156).
Widderich, N., Czech, L., Elling, F.J., Könneke, M., Stöveken, N., Pittelkow, M., Riclea,
R., Dickschat, J.S., Heider, J., and Bremer, E. Strangers in the archaeal world:
osmostress-responsive biosynthesis of ectoine and hydroxyectoine by the marine
thaumarchaeon Nitrosopumilus maritimus. Environ Microbiol. (2016). 18: 1227–1248. ©
Wiley Online Library (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).
In this paper an updated phylogenetic distribution of ectoine biosynthetic genes was
assessed and revealed the presence of ectoine gene clusters in several members of
the Archaea. Genetic and molecular approaches in the archaeal representative N.
maritimus demonstrated that its ectoine gene cluster is encoded in an operon whose
expression is responsive to osmotic stress, as is the intracellular accumulation of
ectoines. Determination of the salient biochemical and kinetic properties of the ectoine
synthase and the ectoine hydroxylase from this archaeon illustrate that their
characteristics resemble those of their bacterial counterparts. In addition, a gene
encoding a mechanosensitive channel has been identified to be co-transcribed with the
ect-operon and its functionality has been proven through genetic complementation
assays. This study thus provides an updated phylogenetic affiliation and illustrates that
ectoine biosynthesis in Archaea occurs similar to that in Bacteria. However,
ectoine/hydroxyectoine production is rare in Archaea and the presented results suggest
that the corresponding genes were acquired by lateral gene transfer.
Personal contribution:
I performed the database searches and assessed the phylogenetic distribution of the
ectoine biosynthetic genes. I conducted production and purification of the EctC and
EctD enzymes and determined their salient biochemical and kinetic properties by
enzyme assays. I mapped the transcriptional organization of the ectoine gene cluster,
assessed its osmo-responsive expression by qRT-PCR and analyzed the intracellular
ectoine content. I analyzed the data (with the other authors) and prepared Figures and
Tables (together with Laura Czech). I also contributed to the writing of the manuscript
together with my PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer.
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VII. Publication 7
The seventh manuscript is entitled ‘Salt-sensitivity of σH and Spo0A prevents
sporulation of Bacillus subtilis at high osmolarity avoiding death during cellular
differentiation’. It was published in ‘Molecular Microbiology’ (doi: 10.1111/mmi.13304).
Since this publication is the result of a side project of this dissertation and deals with a
different topic, it is not part of the Results and Discussion sections, but can be found in
the Appendix of this dissertation (Appendix II; page 168 ff.).
Widderich, N., Rodrigues, C.D.A., Commichau, F.M., Fischer, K.E., Ramirez-Guadiana,
F.H., Rudner, D.Z. and Bremer, E. Salt-sensitivity of σH and Spo0A prevents
sporulation of Bacillus subtilis at high osmolarity avoiding death during cellular
differentiation. Mol Microbiol. (2016). 100: 108–124. © Wiley Online Library (John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.).
This paper addresses the question why sporulation is blocked in starving Bacillus
subtilis cells that simultaneously face osmotic stress. It is demonstrated that spore
formation is drastically impaired in starving high-salinity challenged B. subtilis cells and
that the block occurs prior to asymmetric division. Further, it reveals that transcription
dependent on σH and Spo0A is impaired and that association of σH with core-RNApolymerase is reduced at high salinity. Additionally, it is demonstrated that cells
induced to bypass the early block are impaired in later steps of the sporulation pathway
and frequently undergo lysis prior to the formation of a mature spore indicating that the
block in sporulation serves as a safeguard to avert osmotically stressed B. subtilis cells
from committing to a developmental program they cannot complete and would die
trying.

Personal contribution:
I conducted physiological experiments and performed immunoblot analysis and
fluorescence microscopy experiments (together with Christopher Rodrigues). I further
conducted pull-down experiments and enriched for suppressor strains. I analyzed the
data (together with Christopher Rodrigues, David Rudner and Erhard Bremer) and
prepared Figures and Tables (together with Christopher Rodrigues). I contributed to the
writing of the manuscript together with Christopher Rodrigues, David Rudner and my
PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer.
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Discussion
In order to understand the importance of ectoine/5-hydroxyectoine synthesis in
microbial osmostress adaptation, elucidation of the phylogenetic distribution of ectoine
biosynthetic genes and their products was required prior to this dissertation. For the
purpose of acquiring in-depth knowledge on the biochemistry of ectoine production,
studies on the biochemical and kinetic properties of their key synthesizing enzymes,
identification of amino acid side chains that are involved in catalysis in EctD and crucial
for enzyme function and solution of the enzymes’ crystal structure was of great
importance. The aims of this dissertation dealt with these topics and its results will, with
respect to afore accentuated cornerstones, be discussed in the following section.

I. Environmental role of ectoines
In their natural habitats, microorganisms frequently encounter a multitude of different
stressful biotic and abiotic circumstances that can be detrimental for their growth and
survival in a given ecosystem. One of the most important ecological challenges is
alternating salinity/osmolarity due to its impact on almost all microorganisms (Csonka
and Epstein, 1996; Kempf and Bremer, 1998; Lucht and Bremer, 1994; Pittelkow and
Bremer, 2011). The permeability of the cytoplasmic membrane for water, as well as a
considerable osmotic potential of the cellular cytoplasm, establish an intracellular
hydrostatic pressure, the turgor, whose maintenance is considered to be critical for cell
integrity (Booth and Blount, 2012; Booth et al., 2007; Bremer and Krämer, 2000; Koch,
1983; Wood, 2011). The desiccation of a natural habitat by different abiotic
environmental factors, such as solar radiation and heat, leads to an increase in
external salinity and osmolarity which inevitably triggers the efflux of water across the
cytoplasmic membrane out of a bacterial cell (Csonka and Epstein, 1996; Kempf and
Bremer, 1998; Lucht and Bremer, 1994; Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011). This water efflux
impairs the maintenance of the cellular vital functions after the onset of plasmolysis that
results from dehydration of the cytoplasm and from a collapse or a strong reduction of
turgor (Booth and Blount, 2012; Booth et al., 2007; Bremer and Krämer, 2000; Koch,
1983; Wood, 2011). To avoid dehydration of the cytoplasm and a collapse of turgor,
many microorganisms have evolved mechanisms that counteract the diffusion of water
out of the bacterial cell under high osmolarity in order to balance the osmotic gradient
(Galinski and Trüper, 1994; Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011).
In the initial phase of their osmotic adjustment process many bacteria accumulate large
quantities of potassium (K+) ions via specialized transport systems. In a second step,
the cell replaces these K+-ions by the uptake or de novo synthesis of a selected class
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of low-molecular organic compounds, the so-called “compatible solutes”, in order to
reduce the ionic strength of the cytoplasm (Csonka and Epstein, 1996; Kempf and
Bremer, 1998; Lucht and Bremer, 1994; Pittelkow and Bremer, 2011). Two of the most
widely

used

compatible

solutes

by

members

of

the

Bacteria

are

the

tetrahydropyrimidines ectoine and its hydroxylated derivative 5-hydroxyectoine (Fig. 4).
Both substances are amino acid derivatives and, as all compatible solutes, osmotically
active, low molecular compounds that can be accumulated to very high intracellular
concentrations without disturbing cellular metabolism and vital functions (Bursy et al.,
2007; da Costa et al., 1998; Galinski, 1993; Grant, 2004; Inbar and Lapidot, 1988; Ono
et al., 1999; Peters et al., 1990; Ventosa et al., 1998).
Although both, ectoine and 5-hydroxyectoine, serve as effective osmoprotectants, 5hydroxyectoine possesses stabilizing properties for macromolecules that are often
superior to those exhibited by ectoine (Borges et al., 2002; Kurz, 2008; Lippert and
Galinski, 1992; Schnoor et al., 2004). Ectoine and 5-hydroxyectoine are commercially
used as stabilizers for proteins but foremost in cosmetics and skin care products;
medical applications of these two compounds are actively pursued as well [bitop AG,
Witten; http://www.bitop.de/]. Hence, there is a considerable interest to further
understand the properties of the enzymes involved in the ectoine and 5-hydroxyectoine
biosynthetic route.
Therefore, a comprehensive study on the phylogeny, biochemistry and structure of the
key enzymes in ectoine (EctC) and hydroxyectoine (EctD) biosynthesis was conducted
in the course of this dissertation. I demonstrated that ectoine and hydroxyectoine
genes are widely distributed in bacteria and that they are also present in a few archaea
indicating that synthesis of these chemical chaperones is used by many
microorganisms to fend off the detrimental effects caused by high osmolarity.
Moreover, representative ectoine hydroxylases and two ectoine synthases have been
biochemically characterized. Finally, a crystal structure of EctD has been solved in its
apo-form, in complex with its co-factors and its reaction product in collaboration with
Dr. Sander Smits (University of Düsseldorf). In addition, a detailed expression and
purification protocol for the ectoine synthase from the cold-adapted marine bacterium
Sphingopyxis alaskensis has been described in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits
(University of Düsseldorf) that identifies EctC to form dimers in solution and deals with
crystallization trials and preliminary X-ray diffraction data of the EctC enzyme.
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II. Phylogeny of ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis
The ectoine biosynthetic enzymes EctB (EC 2.6.1.76) and EctA (EC 2.3.1.178) have
enzymatic counterparts in a variety of metabolic pathways (Ono et al., 1999; Peters et
al., 1990), but the ectoine synthase EctC (EC 4.2.1.108) is unique, meaning that
analogs of this enzyme are not apparent in other biochemical routes. EctC and EctD
are considered as the key enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis,
respectively, and can therefore be used as the diagnostic enzymes in screens for
production of these important chemical chaperones. Data reported in this dissertation
illustrate that the ability to produce ectoines is widely distributed among prokaryotes
(Fig. 9) (Publication 3 and 6) (Widderich et al., 2016a; Widderich et al., 2014a).
At the search date (08.07.2015), 27.232 genome sequences of members of the
Bacteria and 557 genome sequences of Archaea were represented in the JGI microbial
database. Among these microbial genome sequences, in total 27.789, 1297 hits to
EctC-type proteins were retrieved. After removal of redundant entries (e.g. there were
181 genomes of strain of Vibrio cholerae represented of which each possessed an ect
gene cluster), the final data set comprised 723 EctC-type proteins.
The domain of the Bacteria represents the far most dominant group of the potential
ectoine producers, counting about 711 representatives distributed in about 19 bacterial
phyla. In Archaea, only a few representatives (12) were identified that possess ectoine
biosynthetic genes. These belong to three different archaeal families. Interestingly,
ectoine biosynthesis genes have not yet been identified in Eukarya. Based on the
heterogeneous distribution of ectoine biosynthetic genes, one can speculate that the
ectoine biosynthesis gene cluster has been initially developed and evolved in Bacteria,
has then been established due to its important stress-protectant functions and has
finally been distributed among microorganisms via lateral gene transfer events. In line
with this conclusion, the distribution of the ability to synthesize ectoine, as indicated by
the presence of an ectC gene in a given genome sequence, appeared to extend mostly
to members of the Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria (Publication 3 and 6)
(Widderich et al., 2016a; Widderich et al., 2014a). In addition, the EctC sequences
cluster mainly within the taxonomic subgroups of these bacterial phyla and their
branching order occurs largely in parallel with the different corresponding taxonomic
units of their microbial hosts down to the order level. This suggests a long co-evolution
of the ectoine biosynthetic genes in the various bacteria.
This hypothesis is further strengthened by having a closer look onto the natural
habitats and ecological niches of all potential ectoine-producing microorganisms. In this
context, it appears that those microorganisms that possess ectoine biosynthesis genes
mainly colonize marine and terrestrial habitats. Hence, there is an ideal basis for lateral
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gene transfer events of the ectoine gene cluster. As an example, it can be speculated
that the marine ammonia-oxidizing archaeal isolate Nitrosopumilus maritimus (Konneke
et al., 2005) received its ect-cluster via horizontal gene transfer. This is probably also
the case for the other archaeal ectoine producers, since the 12 EctC proteins derived
from Archaea are found in three different locations in the ectoine synthase-based
phylogenetic tree (Fig. 9) and thus presumably received their ectoine biosynthetic
genes by separate transfer events. Another example for potential horizontal gene
transfer events of the ect-cluster can be found in the δ-proteobacteria phylum, since all
identified representatives exhibit ectC genes highly dispersed on the phylogenetic tree
of ectoine synthases (Fig. 9). This means that their ectC gene products significantly
differ in their amino acid sequence and were therefore likely acquired via single and
independent lateral gene transfer events from different donors. Beside the mentioned
examples, there are also other bacterial phyla, such as α- and γ-proteobacteria, which
are apparently distributed on the phylogenetic tree and thus reinforce the above-made
hypothesis. In remarkable contrast, the phylum of Actinobacteria, which represents the
largest group of potential ectoine producers, is largely cohesive on the phylogenetic
tree, suggesting that the capability to synthesize ectoines evolved early within this
phylum. However, one should handle these data and the resulting conclusions and
speculations with care, since the used databases are biased comprising only a small
fraction (mainly cultivatable) of microorganisms and thus might not reflect the genuine
situation in nature.
A large part of the potential ectoine producers (~ 60%) also possesses an ectD gene
within its genome and is thus presumably able to synthesize hydroxyectoine, as well.
Bona-fide EctD-type proteins can be identified by the presence of a strictly conserved
signature sequence (Bursy et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010) that allows distinguishing
ectoine hydroxylases from related proteins. In about 70 % of the potential
hydroxyectoine producers, the ectD gene can be found as part of the ect-cluster,
downstream of ectC. Again, the phylum of the Actinobacteria represents the largest
group among all potential hydroxyectoine producers. Looking at the distribution of ectD
in its entirety, one recognizes that the ectoine hydroxylase is in particular present in
terrestrial microorganisms, whereas marine microbes build a minority of the potential
hydroxyectoine producers. This observation can be easily explained when one
considers the fact that soil-dwelling microorganisms, other than such from marine
habitats, also often encounter, besides osmotic stress, extremes in temperature due to
solar radiation and heat. Thereby, temperatures can rapidly rise locally up to 50° C, an
increase aquatic microorganisms quite rarely experience. In fact, ectoine and
hydroxyectoine do not significantly differ in their osmoprotectant properties, but
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distinctions with respect to their thermo-protective characteristics have been reported
(Ablinger et al., 2012; Bursy et al., 2008; Kuhlmann et al., 2008a; Kuhlmann et al.,
2011; Garcia-Estepa et al., 2006; Tanne et al., 2014). With this in mind, one can
speculate that the capability to convert ectoine into hydroxyectoine is therefore
predominantly present in terrestrial microorganisms, since hydroxyectoine is superior
over ectoine under thermostress conditions and might thus provide a selective
advantage under these specific circumstances. In line with this hypothesis is the fact
that the ectoine hydroxylase is not always part of the ect gene cluster but encoded at
another position in the genome. Here, its expression might be differentially regulated
compared to the ect operon allowing transcription of ectD only under environmental
circumstances its gene product is beneficial. Moreover, it is of no surprise that strict
anaerobes predicted to produce ectoine, such as members of the Methanosaeta and
Methanobacterium genera, do not possess ectD, since the ectoine hydroxylase (EctD)
is an oxygen-dependent enzyme (Bursy et al., 2007). Hence, these organisms would
not be able to catalyze the hydroxylation of ectoine to yield 5-hydroxyectoine.

Fig 9. Phylogenetic tree of EctC-type proteins. Based on an amino acid sequence alignment of 723
EctC-type proteins, a rooted phylogenetic tree is shown constructed with the iTOL software (Letunic and
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Bork, 2011). The different phyla are represented by different colors. The three regions in the phylogenetic
tree populated by archaeal EctC proteins are highlighted by red arrowheads. The position of those 24
orphan EctC-type proteins originating from bacteria that lack identifiable ectAB genes are marked above
the phylogenetic tree by a black bar. Modified from Widderich et al. (Widderich et al., 2016a).

Beside the typical ectoine biosynthetic genes, several additional genes have been
identified in the course of this dissertation that are frequently associated with the ectcluster or locate in its close vicinity. The most abundant gene, called ask_ect, encodes
a specialized aspartokinase (Stöveken et al., 2011). This gene product catalyzes the
reaction from L-aspartate to aspartate-β-phosphate, which is an important intermediate
in diverse metabolic pathways and a precursor molecule for the production of ectoine.
Since phosphorylation of metabolic intermediates is quite energy-consuming, kinases
are often strictly feedback-regulated by transcriptional, posttranscriptional and
posttranslational control mechanisms to ensure that there is no over- or undersupply of
metabolic substrates; a fact that is also true for aspartokinases. These enzymes are
ubiquitously found in microorganisms and several aspartokinases with distinct
regulatory features have been shown to be often present in the same bacterial cell (Lo
et al., 2009). This is also true for the ectoine/hydroxyectoine producing bacterium
Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501. Recently, comparative studies on the biochemistry of
the specialized aspartokinase Ask_Ect and the anabolic aspartokinase LysC revealed
distinct feedback inhibition profiles by metabolites of the two proteins. The cellular pool
of L-aspartate-β-semialdehyde is a potential bottleneck for the massive ectoine
synthesis initiated under high osmolarity (Bestvater et al., 2008; Stöveken et al., 2011).
Acquisition of a specialized aspartokinase might avoid such a metabolic constraint and
therefore explains its presence in a substantial sub-group of the ectoine producing
microbes (Widderich et al., 2014a; Widderich et al., 2016a).
Another gene often identified to locate in the direct neighborhood of the ectoine
biosynthetic gene cluster is called ectR. Its corresponding gene product belongs to the
family of MarR-type transcriptional regulators. In previous studies, it has already been
characterized as a negative regulator of the ect-operon coordinating transcription of the
whole ectoine gene cluster (Mustakhimov et al., 2012; Mustakhimov et al., 2010).
However, elevated transcription of the ectoine biosynthetic genes in an ectR mutant
remained osmotically inducible (Mustakhimov et al., 2010). In Methylomicrobium
alcaliphilum, the EctR operator overlaps the -10 sequence of the ect promoter and
EctR might also regulate the expression of its own structural gene; but the latter
regulatory feature does not always seem to exist (Mustakhimov et al., 2012). Moreover,
it is currently still unknown which environmental or cellular cues dictate the binding to
or the release of EctR from its operator sequence.
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Nevertheless both, EctR and Ask_ect, perform further important functions/roles in the
biosynthesis of ectoines by on the one hand strictly regulating transcription of the ectoperon and on the other hand catalyzing an additional step in the ectoine biosynthetic
route and thus optimize cellular production of ectoines. The fact that both are only
present in a minority of the potential ectoine producing microorganisms, and here
predominantly in Proteobacteria, suggests that these genes have been developed or
established posterior to ectoine biosynthesis.
In some potential ectoine producers several further genes have been identified in the
course of this dissertation to locate in direct vicinity to the ectoine biosynthetic genes
that encode potential transport systems. These are often ABC transport systems
whose binding proteins frequently possess high sequence identity to already
characterized ectoine binding proteins, such as EhuB from Sinorhizobium meliloti
(Hanekop et al., 2007). Hence, these genes probably mediate the uptake of ectoines
under osmotic stress or might act as recapturing advice for ectoine that is synthesized
de novo and subsequently released by the stressed cells as observed for proline in
osmotically stressed B. subtilis cells (Hoffmann et al., 2012). For the ectoine transport
system TeaABC, it has also already been assumed that its main physiological role is to
primarily recover ectoine leaking through the cytoplasmic membrane (Grammann et al.,
2002). Moreover, genes encoding potential MFS- and SSS-transporters have also
been identified that show a high degree of sequence identity to the OpuE transport
system of B. subtilis known to be responsible for the uptake of proline (Moses et al.,
2012; von Blohn et al., 1997). Considering the high structural relatedness of ectoine
and proline, one can yet assume that these transporters also mediate the import of
ectoines since only minor mutational changes in the binding motif of these transporters
might be sufficient to bind ectoine instead of proline. Aside from these typical transport
systems, genes encoding Msc-type proteins have also been identified in the
neighborhood of ectoine biosynthetic genes that encode potential mechanosensitive
channels. These mechanosensitive channels act in both, Bacteria and Archaea, as
safety valves to withstand rapid osmotic down-shifts and are widely considered as nonspecific pores that open under hypo-osmotic conditions to quickly release osmotically
active solvents from the cytoplasm thereby preventing cellular rupture and lysis (Booth,
2014; Booth and Blount, 2012; Kloda and Martinac, 2002; Wilson et al., 2013). One
prominent example is the ectoine biosynthetic gene cluster of the thaumarchaeote N.
maritimus. As demonstrated within this dissertation in publication 6 (Widderich et al.,
2016a) the mscS gene is part of the ect-operon and its expression is induced upon
osmotic stress indicating a kind of pre-adaptation to a likely occurring down-shift in
environmental osmolarity. As its functionality was also experimentally confirmed in
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publication 6, the ect-operon of N. maritimus appears to be a rather sophisticated
genetic device that counteracts the detrimental effects of osmotic fluctuations on cell
physiology, which likely occur in its natural ocean habitat. The described ect-operon
thus allows the cell to deal with increased salinity through the production of the
osmostress protectants ectoine and hydroxyectoine and at the same time already
prepares the osmotically stressed cell for a potential occurring osmotic down-shift
through the preventive synthesis of mechanosensitive channels.
An interesting finding while the phylogenetic diagnosis of ectoine biosynthesis was the
identification of a restricted number of microorganisms that possess ectC type genes
but lack the corresponding ectAB genes in their genomes (Widderich et al., 2016a;
Widderich et al., 2014a). Closer inspection of these orphan ectC genes revealed that
their taxonomic affiliation is rather diverse and that they all cluster together forming a
distinct branch at the root of the EctC-protein tree (Publication 6) (Widderich et al.,
2016a). One of these orphan ectC gene products has already been studied in
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae strain B728a prior to this dissertation and the
authors found that ectoine was only produced under osmotic stress conditions when
surface-sterilized leaves of the host plant Syringa vulgaris were added to the bacterial
culture (Kurz et al., 2007). In addition, functional complementation experiments
revealed that the corresponding ectoine synthase was only modestly active and supply
of N-γ-acetyl-L-2,4-diaminobutyrate, the natural substrate of bona fide ectoine
synthases, did not result in ectoine synthesis, although it has been shown that it is
imported by the cells (Kurz et al., 2007). Hence, the functional relevance of these
orphan ectC genes is still illusive. Microorganisms possessing them might be actual
ectoine producers that have to rely on an environmental supply of ectoine precursor
molecules as suggested by Kurz et al. (Kurz et al., 2007); a hypothesis that seems
reasonable when the precursor molecule is available, as it might be the case for
microorganisms that occur in close vicinity to plants or live in symbiosis, commensalism
or antibiosis. Alternatively, these orphan ectC genes might be remnants of evolution of
a previously fully intact ectoine biosynthetic pathway or might have evolved towards
biochemical activities other than ectoine synthesis. Another possibility would be that
these orphan ectC genes are evolutional ancestors of ectoine biosynthesis. A
hypothesis that is strengthened by the fact that all solitary ectC genes form a distinct
branch at the root of the tree as mentioned above.
The elucidation of the phylogenetic distribution of ectoine and hydroxyectoine
biosynthesis is not only the first detailed analysis of the dissemination of compatible
solutes contributing to the understanding of the importance of chemical chaperones
such as ectoines in microbial stress resistance, but also puts forward an in-depth
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biochemical study of their synthesizing enzymes on a broad basis. Based on these
results, the determination of the biochemistry and kinetics of the key enzymes in
ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis is discussed in the following section.

III. Biochemistry and kinetics of the ectoine synthase and the ectoine
hydroxylase
To further understand the molecular details and physiological role of the key enzymes
in ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis, it is of importance to elucidate the
biochemical and kinetic properties of the ectoine synthase and the ectoine hydroxylase.
Therefore, special emphasis was placed within this dissertation on the biochemical and
kinetic characterization of both the ectoine synthase and the ectoine hydroxylase. The
phylogenetic distribution discussed in the previous section provided the basis to
sample a sequence space of EctD- and EctC-type proteins.
In terms of the biochemistry of EctD, the salient biochemical and kinetic properties of in
total seven ectoine hydroxylases have, partially based on previous studies (Bursy et
al., 2007; Pittelkow, 2011; Widderich, 2012), been characterized within this dissertation
(Widderich et al., 2016a; Widderich et al., 2014a; Widderich et al., 2014b). With respect
to EctD, enzymes were chosen that were widely distributed on the phylogenetic tree of
ectoine biosynthesis (Fig. 9) and additionally were derived from microorganisms that
colonize habitats with extremes in pH (Alkalilimnicola ehrlichii, Acidiphilium cryptum), in
temperature (Sphingopyxis alaskensis, Paenibacillus lautus Y412MC10) and in salt
content (Halomonas elongata). Two further EctD-type proteins from non-extremophiles
were also investigated. The first enzyme is derived from the γ-proteobacterium
Pseudomonas stutzeri and the second from the crenarchaeon Nitrosopumilus
maritimus. The N. maritimus EctD protein was chosen since it was to this date the only
Archaeon known so far harboring an ectD gene. The P. stutzeri EctD enzyme was
analyzed due to our interest in its additional ask_ect gene within the ectoine
biosynthesis cluster (Stöveken et al., 2011). Their biochemical analyses have been
published in two original manuscripts (Publications 3 and 6) (Widderich et al., 2016a;
Widderich et al., 2014a). With respect to EctC, enzymes were chosen the same way as
for EctD. Here, initial biochemical and/or kinetic properties of two ectoine synthases
(Publications 5 and 6) (Widderich et al., 2016a; Kobus et al., 2015) have been
characterized within this dissertation. These also derived from S. alaskensis
(publication 5), the cold-adapted member of the Bacteria as outlined above, as well as
from the thaumarchaeote N. maritimus (publication 6), which has also been described
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above. Their analyses have been reported in two original manuscripts (Publications 5
and 6) (Widderich et al., 2016a; Kobus et al., 2015).
The seven ectoine hydroxylases analyzed in the course of this dissertation and the two
characterized in previous studies (Bursy et al., 2008; Bursy et al., 2007) were highly
similar with respect to their kinetic parameters and showed comparable catalytic
efficiencies (Publications 3 and 6). The same was true for the kinetic parameters of the
tested EctC enzyme (Publications 6) and those characterized and published previously
(Moritz et al., 2015; Ono et al., 1999; Reshetnikov et al., 2006). The fact that both, EctD
and EctC, possessed Km values for their substrates in the low millimolar range can be
easily explained by the fact that the intracellular pool of ectoines in response to osmotic
stress may probably reach up to 500 mM, as it is the case for proline in B. subtilis cells
facing severe osmotic stress conditions (Brill et al., 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2013).
Hence, the intracellular availability and provision of precursor molecules, e.g. N-γADABA, needs to be high (in the millimolar range) for this purpose as well. Thus, there
is no need for high affinity binding of the ectoine biosynthesis key enzymes for their
substrates, as it is the case for compatible solute import systems (often in the µM
range) that need to trap their ligands from the environment occurring in yet residual
concentrations (Hanekop et al., 2007; Lecher et al., 2009; Kuhlmann et al., 2008b).
With respect to their salient biochemical properties, the ectoine hydroxylases from
different organisms also appeared to have quite similar characteristics since they
possessed similar temperature and pH optima as well as comparable stimulation by
different salts (Publications 3 and 6) (Bursy et al., 2008; Bursy et al., 2007; Widderich
et al., 2016a; Widderich et al., 2014a). However, an interesting observation was made
with respect to the temperature stability of the investigated EctD-enzymes. Again, most
enzymes showed very similar activities after incubation at increasing temperatures, but
two EctD proteins stood out from the others (Publication 3) (Widderich et al., 2014a).
Notably, these were the ectoine hydroxylases from both thermo-extremophilic
microorganisms. This observation could have been expected for the EctD enzyme from
Paenibacillus lautus Y412MC10 which is a thermotolerant microorganism isolated from
a hot mud-whole in the Yellowstone National Park and by considering that the
intracellular accumulation of hydroxyectoine increases the thermo-tolerance of
microorganisms (Bursy et al., 2008; Garcia-Estepa et al., 2006). Since P. lautus
frequently encounters high temperatures in its natural habitat, a temperature-stable
version of EctD might provide selective growth advantage due to optimized synthesis of
hydroxyectoine. In contrast, the fact that the ectoine hydroxylase from the psychrophilic
bacterium Sphingopyxis alaskensis isolated from the Gulf of Alaska showed improved
temperature stability as well was quite surprising and thus, speculations on the EctD
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enzyme of S. alaskensis are tougher. One explanation of increased thermo-tolerance
of SaEctD might be lateral gene transfer of ectD from a more thermophilic organism,
but this remains unclear and speculative so far.
In contrast to the studied ectoine hydroxylases, inspection and comparison of the EctC
proteins characterized in the course of this dissertation (Publications 5 and 6)
(Widderich et al., 2016a; Kobus et al., 2015) and the three analyzed in previous studies
(Moritz et al., 2015; Ono et al., 1999; Reshetnikov et al., 2006) revealed major
differences with respect to their salient biochemical properties. It seems that these
enzymes reflect well the natural habitats of their hosts indicating that the ectoine
synthases have adapted to the lifestyle of these microorganisms. This hypothesis is in
line with asumptions made prior and posterior to this dissertation (Moritz et al., 2015;
Widderich et al., 2016d) and is strengthened by the fact that EctC proteins originating
from halophilic organisms showed a stronger stimulation of enzyme activity and
tolerance to different salts than those derived from non-halophilic microorganisms
(Publications 6) (Ono et al., 1999; Moritz et al., 2015). A finding not observed for the
studied ectoine hydroxylases, which all exhibited very similar responses to the addition
of salts.
Significant differences with respect to optimal pH and tolerated pH ranges were neither
identified for EctD nor for EctC proteins. However, taking into account that the
intracellular pH value is kept quite constant and similar by microbial pH homeostasis
regardless of the surrounding pH (Krulwich et al., 2011), this observation is readily
understandable.
Collectively, seven ectoine hydroxylases and two ectoine synthases have been
characterized within the course of this dissertation. The presented data suggest, in
connection with previous observations (Ono et al., 1999; Moritz et al., 2015), that the
ectoine synthase has co-evolved with its host microorganisms and is thus well adapted
to their lifestyles, whereas the ectoine hydroxylase is not, despite the fact that the
studied EctD enzymes derived from various microorganisms thriving highly different
habitats. A hypothesis further underlined by the observation that ectoine hydroxylases
possess, in comparison to ectoine synthases, a significant higher degree of sequence
identity indicating that EctD-type proteins are more closely related to each other than
EctC-type enzymes. Finally, one can assume from the results of this dissertation that
EctC, the key enzyme for ectoine biosynthesis, has been developed early within the
tree of life, has co-evolved with its host organisms and has further been distributed by
horizontal gene transfer events. In contrast, one can surmise that EctD, the key
enzyme of hydroxyectoine biosynthesis, has likely developed to a later stage and might
yet be at the beginning of an evolutional process.
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The data discussed in this section contribute significantly to the understanding of the
synthesis of ectoines and sets, together with the bioinformatic analysis, a solid basis for
new crystallographic approaches by using enzymes that might be better suited for
these trials due to e.g. increased protein stability. Crystallization trials for EctC and
solution of the crystal structure of EctD as well as the identification of amino acid
residues important for ligand binding and catalysis within the catalytic core of EctD is
discussed in the following section.

IV. Crystal structure and site-directed mutagenesis of the ectoine
hydroxylase and crystallization trials of the ectoine synthase
To fully understand the biochemistry of the key enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine
biosynthesis, as well as to unravel their mediated reaction mechanisms, the solution of
their crystal structures is indispensable.
The ectoine hydroxylase EctD has previously been shown to be member of the nonheme-containing iron(II) and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase superfamily
(Bursy et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010), a subfamily of the large cupin superfamily.
Moreover, a crystal structure of EctD from the moderate halophile V. salexigens has
also already been reported in literature (Reuter et al., 2010). This structure revealed
the positioning of the iron co-factor within the active site of the ectoine hydroxylase, but
it contained neither the substrate ectoine nor the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate. Hence,
prior to this dissertation, the coordination of the ligands within the active site, as well as
the catalyzed enzyme reaction mechanism, remained still unclear.
In terms of EctC, considerations based on bioinformatic analysis of microbial genome
databases (Dunwell et al., 2001; Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013)
suggest that the ectoine synthase belongs to the cupin superfamily, as well. This large
group of proteins possesses a conserved ß-barrel structural scaffold and performs
versatile enzymatic and non-enzymatic functions (Dunwell et al., 2001). Proteins of the
cupin family often harbor transition metals such as iron, copper, zinc, manganese,
cobalt, or nickel, which are of importance for catalysis and enzymatic function (Agarwal
et al., 2009; Dunwell et al., 2001; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). Trials to solve the
structure of EctC have also been reported (Witt, 2012), but a high-resolution crystal
structure has not been published to date. Hence, coordination of the ligands within the
active site of EctC and its catalyzed reaction mechanism remain illusive. Moreover, it
was not known whether the ectoine synthase is also a metal-dependent enzyme as it is
the case for many, but not all, enzymes of the cupin family, since the few EctC proteins
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studied so far were not analyzed in this respect (Moritz et al., 2015; Ono et al., 1999;
Reshetnikov et al., 2006).
Therefore, crystallographic trials were started within this dissertation in collaboration
with Dr. Sander Smits (University of Düsseldorf) for both, the EctC and the EctD
proteins. These trials were based on the use of enzymes that have been identified to
show higher enzyme stability during their biochemical characterization as outlined in
the previous sections.
These new approaches resulted with respect to EctD in four further solved crystal
structures of the ectoine hydroxylase: i) one from the moderate halophile V. salexigens
in its apo-form, ii) and three from the cold-adapted ultrabacterium S. alaskensis in its
apo-form, in complex with the iron catalyst and in a form containing the iron catalyst,
the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate and the product of the EctD-catalyzed enzyme
reaction, 5-hydroxyectoine. These structures have been deposited in the protein data
bank

(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do)

and

were

published

in

three

manuscripts (Publications 2 – 4) (Hoeppner et al., 2014b; Widderich et al., 2014a;
Hoeppner et al., 2014a).
In terms of EctC, the crystallization trials resulted in well diffracting crystals of the S.
alaskensis EctC protein (Publication 5) ( Kobus et al., 2015) that provide a good basis
to solve the crystal structure of the ectoine synthase with all its ligands.
The ectoine hydroxylase is a member of the non-heme-containing iron(II) and 2oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase superfamily. Members of this superfamily share
similar overall structural folds and enzyme mechanisms, but they can catalyze a
diverse set of oxidation reactions (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013; Hausinger,
2004; Kundu, 2012; Wong et al., 2013). The crystal structures of EctD from the
extremophilic bacteria V. salexigens (Publication 3) (Reuter et al., 2010) and S.
alaskensis (Publication 4) also share a high degree of identity in their overall fold and
are most closely related to the human hydroxylases PhyH and PHYD1A (McDonough
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2011) and to the microbial halogenases SyrB2, CytC3, and
CurA (Blasiak et al., 2006; Khare et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2009). Moreover, the crystal
structures adhere to the common protein fold of the non-heme-containing iron(II) and 2oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase superfamily, in which several antiparallel βsheets form one side of a barrel-like structure (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013).
A variety of quaternary conformations are reported for enzymes belonging to this
superfamily (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013; Hausinger, 2004; Knauer et al.,
2012) and EctD has been previously reported to be a monomer (Bursy et al., 2007;
Reuter et al., 2010). However, within this dissertation it has been demonstrated that all
studied ectoine hydroxylases form homodimers in solution being oriented in a head-to-
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tail fashion as observed by crystal analysis (Fig. 10 A) (Publications 3 and 4). The
crystallographic analysis of the SaEctD protein in complex with its ligands reported in
publication 4 (Hoeppner et al., 2014b) revealed that three residues forming a
conserved 2-His-1-Asp facial triad bind iron (Aik et al., 2012; Hangasky et al., 2013;
Hausinger, 2004; Kundu, 2012; Straganz and Nidetzky, 2006), as it was also observed
before for the VsEctD protein (Reuter et al., 2010). In this connection, it is worth
mentioning that both, the solved apo-EctD structures and the structures with bound iron
catalysts, completely matched in their overall fold (Publications 3 and 4) (Reuter et al.,
2010) indicating that the ectoine hydroxylase adopts its tertiary conformation prior to
the binding of the iron co-factor.
Through the solution of the SaEctD crystal structure in complex with all ligands and by
molecular dynamics simulations of the VsEctD protein several amino acids have been
identified in the course of this dissertation that contribute to ligand binding. Key
contributions to the precise positioning of these ligands are mediated by residues
present on an extended α-helix and a flanking short β-strand, which contain most of the
residues making up the strictly conserved signature sequence of EctD-type
hydroxylases (Bursy et al., 2007; Reuter et al., 2010). Alignments of all ectoine
hydroxylase amino acid sequences available in the database revealed that each of
these side chains is highly conserved among EctD-type proteins, reinforcing their
crucial role in catalysis. In connection with comprehensive site-directed mutagenesis
experiments performed in the course of this dissertation (Publications 1 and 4), their
functional role was additionally probed and demonstrated their importance, thereby
also explaining their high degree of conservation.
Overall, the combination of molecular dynamics simulations, solution of multiple EctD
crystal structures and a comprehensive set of site-directed mutagenesis experiments
within the course of this dissertation have demonstrated that an intricate network of
interactions is present in the catalytic core of EctD occurring between the iron catalyst,
the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate, the substrate ectoine and their binding amino acid side
chains (Fig. 10 B). This complex network of interactions thereby mediates the
positioning of the substrates within the active site in such a fine-tuned way that the
hydroxylation of ectoine occurs in a highly region-selective and stereo-specific manner
at the C5-carbon atom within the pyrimidine ring of ectoine.
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Fig 10. Crystal structure of the ectoine hydroxylase EctD. (A) Representation of the
monomer/monomer interface of the (Sa)EctD dimer in complex with iron(II), 2-oxoglutarate and
5-hydroxyectoine. One monomer is shown in surface representation, whereas the other
monomer is represented in ribbon format. Residues and regions that interact in the dimer are
highlighted in red. The ligands are depicted in the monomer shown in ribbon format. The iron
catalyst is represented as a red sphere; the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate (green) and 5hydroxyectoine are shown in ball and stick representation (orange). (B) Active site of the EctD
crystal structure highlighting the intricate network of interactions that mediates the binding of the
iron catalyst (magenta sphere), the 2-oxoglutarate co-substrate (green sticks) and the EctDcatalyzed enzyme reaction product, 5-hydroxyectoine (orange sticks). Amino acids involved in
ligand binding are represented as yellow sticks. Modified from Hoeppner et al. (Hoeppner et al.,
2014b).

A comparison of the different EctD crystal forms among themselves indicates that the
ectoine hydroxylase possesses a highly-flexible region close to its carboxy-terminus
(Publications 4) suggesting that the EctD crystal structures were solved in different
catalytic states. Similar movements that correspond to a lid-like structure have been
already identified in other members of the cupin family (Giraud et al., 2000; Xu et al.,
2014). It can be speculated that this flexible loop also adopts such a lid-like structure
posterior to the binding of the ligands, which closes the active site from its
surroundings. Lid-closure might then accompany a compaction of the proteins’ active
site and an out-crowding of water molecules from the catalytic core. However, since
loop-movements have not been detected for all the solved structures, this hypothesis
remains speculative.
Being successful with the crystallization trials for EctD, a similar approach was
conducted for the solution of the crystal structure of the ectoine synthase by using
enzymes with increased protein stability. This approach seems to turn out to be
effective as well. Crystallization trials performed in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits
and its co-workers (University of Düsseldorf) in the course of this dissertation resulted
in well diffracting crystals and illustrated that EctC forms a homodimer in solution
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(Publication 5), a quaternary assembly that has also been reported for EctC from H.
elongata in a previous study (Ono et al., 1999). Based on bioinformatic analysis of
microbial genome databases, previous considerations of EctC suggest that the ectoine
synthase is a member of the cupin family (Dunwell et al., 2001). Proteins of this family
are built on a common structural scaffold (Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw,
2013) allowing its pro- and eukaryotic members to perform a variety of both enzymatic
and non-enzymatic functions. Strikingly, based on the data presented within this
dissertation, a crystal structure of the ectoine synthase from S. alaskensis has been
published posterior to the present dissertation demonstrating that it is indeed a member
of the cupin superfamily (Widderich et al., 2016d). Hence, the findings of this
dissertation significantly contributed to the solution of the crystal structure of the
ectoine synthase.
Collectively, the data discussed in this section significantly increase the understanding
of the overall structure of the ectoine hydroxylase since they provide a detailed view
into its active site and reveal the positioning and binding motifs of the various ligands
within the catalytic core of this enzyme. Additionally, the successful crystallization trials
of EctC provided a solid basis for the solution of the crystal structure of ectoine
synthase as well. The discussed data thus (might) contribute to the decipherment of
the exact catalyzed enzyme reaction mechanisms which will be discussed in the
following section.
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V. Reaction mechanisms of the key enzymes in ectoine biosynthesis
Based on the data discussed in the previous sections, it was yet possible to propose
the reaction mechanism catalyzed by the key enzyme in hydroxyectoine biosynthesis,
the ectoine hydroxylase. In terms of EctC, no structure has yet been reported that
contains all ligands. Hence, a proposal of the reaction mechanism catalyzed by EctC is
not possible to date.
In terms of EctD, a reaction mechanism (Fig. 11) has been proposed by Prof. Wolgang
Buckel (University of Marburg) that has been described in detail in publication 1
(Widderich et al., 2014b) and in the book chapter (Appendix I) (Widderich et al.,
2016c). Members of the non-heme-containing iron(II) and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent
dioxygenase superfamily possess a mononuclear ferrous iron center that catalyzes an
oxidative decarboxylation of the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate coupled with a twoelectron oxidation of the substrate (Aik et al., 2012; Grzyska et al., 2010; Hangasky et
al., 2013; Knauer et al., 2012). This general theme also occurs in the catalytic core of
the ectoine hydroxylase, in which the substrate ectoine is oxidized in this manner. The
hydroxylation of ectoine adheres to the general catalytic mechanism of Fe(II)-and 2oxoglutarate-dependent oxygenases (Martinez and Hausinger, 2015) and is described
in detail in the following:
In the first step, the substrate-free ectoine hydroxylase is believed to contain iron(II)
octahedrally coordinated by the highly conserved 2-His-1-Asp facial triad and three
diffusible water molecules (Reuter et al., 2010). Upon binding of the co-substrate 2oxoglutarate, two of these water molecules are thought to be released allowing
subsequent binding of the substrate ectoine. In the second step, posterior to the
binding of all substrates, molecular oxygen would replace the third water molecule from
the mononuclear iron center implicating oxidation of iron(II) to iron(IV). The resulting
highly reactive iron(IV)-peroxo species is then going to attack, in the third step, the
carbonyl-C atom of the co-substrate 2-oxoglutarate with its anion, thereby yielding
succinate and carbon dioxide (Riggs-Gelasco et al., 2004). The emerged ferryl iron(IV)
= O species is then able to hydroxylate ectoine to form (4S,5S)-5-hydroxyectoine.
Whether this occurs by insertion of the ferryl oxygen atom into the C–H bond, which
would reflect a two-state reactivity mechanism, or by FeIV = O induced abstraction of
the pro-S hydrogen at the C5-atom of ectoine and subsequent re-addition of the
hydroxyl radical from iron(III)-OH to the ectoine radical intermediate with retention of
configuration, which would reflect a re-bound mechanism, is unclear so far. In the final
step, the product (4S,5S)-5-hydroxyectoine and the co-product succinate will be
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released allowing three newly arriving water molecules to bind and occupy the vacant
positions of the iron(II) coordination site.

Fig 11. EctD-catalyzed reaction mechanism. For details see text. Modified from Widderich et
al. (Widderich et al., 2014b) and adapted from Widderich et al. (Widderich et al., 2016c). This
model was proposed by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Buckel (see Widderich et al., 2014b).
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Closing remarks and perspectives
In the course of this dissertation, the phylogenetic distribution and affiliation of ectoine and
hydroxyectoine biosynthetic genes was analyzed. On this basis, it was possible to further
determine the salient biochemical and kinetic properties of ectoine synthases and ectoine
hydroxylases from various microorganisms providing a broader analysis of their biochemistry.
Finally, crystal structures of the ectoine hydroxylase in various crystal forms have been solved
in collaboration with Dr. Sander Smits allowing, in connection with site-directed mutagenesis
experiments, the first in-depth view into the active site of this important enzyme and the
identification of amino acid residues crucial for ligand binding. These findings permitted for the
first time, in collaboration with Prof. W. Buckel, a detailed proposal for its enzymatic reaction
mechanism. Additionally, initial crystallization trials of the ectoine synthase resulted in well
diffracting crystals that were well suited for the solution of a crystal struchture of EctC posterior
to this dissertation (Widderich et al., 2016d). Overall, the results obtained in the course of this
dissertation provide detailed knowledge of the phylogenetic distribution, biochemistry and
crystal strucuture of the key enzymes in ectoine and hydroxyectoine biosynthesis. Hence, these
findings significantly contribute to the understanding of the role of ectoine and hydroxyectoine in
microbial osmostress adaptation.
The findings of the present dissertation can be used as a basis to further study the ectoine
synthase and other enzymes in ectoine biosynthesis, namely EctA and EctB. A crystal structure
of EctA from Bordetella parapertussis has already been solved in complex with its ligand (PDB
code: 3D3S) whereas one of EctB is still missing, and there is only a minor number of studies
dealing with the biochemistry and kinetic properties of these enzymes. Hence, there are still a
lot of open questions. It might thus be interesting to study these two proteins in more detail in
order to unravel the biochemistry of the complete ectoine biosynthesis pathway. Moreover,
analysis of other genes that have been shown in the course of this dissertation to be associated
with ectoine biosynthesis could be of interest. An interesting candidate would be for example
ectR, whose gene product has been demonstrated to mediate repression of ectoine
biosynthesis in the absence of osmotic stress. However its exact underlying molecular
mechanisms are still lacking, as well as a high resolution crystal structure. Another interesting
approach could focus on the transport systems associated with the ectoine biosynthetic genes
in order to elucidate whether they mediate the acquisition and accumulation of ectoines.
The findings of this dissertation are not only of interest in terms of basic science, they have also
potential implications from a biotechnological point of view and within the framework of chemical
biology. Since ectoines are found in a variety of products with medical applications, the findings
of the present dissertation might contribute to improved biosynthesis of ectoines by usage of
more stable enzymes or more effective producer strains and on the other hand by trials to
generate chemically modified ectoine molecules. Such synthetic ectoine derivatives possessing
expanded or reduced ring sizes have indeed already been reported in literature (Moritz et al.,
2015; Witt et al., 2011). These synthetic compounds partially exhibit different properties and
might thus potentially lead to interesting novel biotechnological applications and medical uses.
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Appendix
I. Review Article/Book chapter
A book chapter entitled ‘The ectoine hydroxylase: a non-heme-containing iron(II) and 2oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase’ has also been written within the course of this
dissertation.
This chapter has been published in the ‘Encyclopedia of Inorganic and Bioinorganic
Chemistry’ und the following DOI: 10.1002/9781119951438.eibc2440.
Widderich, N., Bremer, E. & Smits, S.H.J. The ectoine hydroxylase: a non-hemecontaining iron(II) and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase. In: Encyclopedia of
Inorganic and Bioinorganic Chemistry. Messerschmidt, A. (ed). Wiley Online Library.
(2016). doi: 10.1002/9781119951438.eibc2440. © John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (Wiley
Online Library).
This review article summarizes and compares the various solved crystal structures of
the ectoine hydroxylase. It is mainly focused on the iron-binding site of EctD and
outlines the importance of the iron co-factor for catalysis and enzyme functionality.

Personal contribution:
I prepared Figures and Tables (together with Sander Smits) and contributed to the
writing of the book chapter together with my supervisor Erhard Bremer as well as
Sander Smits.
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II. Publication 7
The seventh manuscript is entitled ‘Salt-sensitivity of σH and Spo0A prevents
sporulation of Bacillus subtilis at high osmolarity avoiding death during cellular
differentiation’. It is published in ‘Molecular Microbiology’ under the following doi:
10.1111/mmi.13304.
Widderich, N., Rodrigues, C.D.A., Commichau, F.M., Fischer, K.E., Ramirez-Guadiana,
F.H., Rudner, D.Z. and Bremer, E. Salt-sensitivity of σH and Spo0A prevents
sporulation of Bacillus subtilis at high osmolarity avoiding death during cellular
differentiation. Mol Microbiol. (in press). doi: 10.1111/mmi.13304. © Wiley Online
Library (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).

This paper addresses the question why sporulation is blocked in starving Bacillus
subtilis cells that simultaneously face osmotic stress. It is demonstrated that spore
formation is drastically impaired in starving high-salinity challenged B. subtilis cells and
that the block occurs prior to asymmetric division. Further, it reveals that transcription
dependent on σH and Spo0A is impaired and that association of σH with core-RNApolymerase is reduced at high salinity. Additionally, it is demonstrated that cells
induced to bypass the early block are impaired in later steps of the sporulation pathway
and frequently undergo lysis prior to the formation of a mature spore indicating that the
block in sporulation serves as a safeguard to avert osmotically stressed B. subtilis cells
from committing to a developmental program they cannot complete and would die
trying.

Personal contribution:
I conducted physiological experiments and performed immunoblot blot analysis and
fluorescence microscopy experiments (together with Christopher Rodrigues). I further
conducted pull-down experiments and enriched for suppressor strains. I analyzed the
data (together with Christopher Rodrigues, David Rudner and Erhard Bremer) and
prepared Figures and Table (together with Christopher Rodrigues). I contributed to the
writing of the manuscript together with Christopher Rodrigues, David Rudner and my
PhD supervisor Erhard Bremer.
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Cover Illustration:
Image of endospores derived from B. subtilis cells and a single vegetative cell.
Submitted as ‘Cover Illustration‘ to Molecular Microbiology in connection with the following manuscript (in
press).
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